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GrammarLink 1 Teacher’s book

GrammarLink is a four level series of 

grammar reference and practice books, 

specifically designed for Greek speaking 

students, whose  scope makes it suitable for

use alongside any  main course book. The 

aim and overall purpose of the series is to:

� introduce learners to grammar in an 

amusing, meaningful context, appropriate 

to their age and level.

� give them plenty of support in their effort 

to assimilate new grammatical items with 

the help of grammar reference tables, a 

grammar corner with key points explained 

in their own language and extra ‘tip’ boxes 

to remind them of key points where needed.

� provide interesting and varied exercises that 

guide students through to the consolidation 

of each item.

Students’ Book
Core units

In each of the core units you will find:

Presentation
Grammar is presented through lively cartoons

that feature a group of characters, their pets

and friends.

The advantages of this are two-fold. Firstly, 

the cartoons provide an element of fun, while 

secondly, they focus the learners’ attention on

the target language in a natural way.

Progressively, your students get to know the

characters and become more involved in their

little stories. 

The order in which grammatical items are

introduced follows the natural progression of

language development and covers the syllabus

of all main course books at this level. However,

you may wish to select units in the order

which is relevant and appropriate to your 

particular needs in your language classroom.

The length of the presentations varies between

four and six pages according to the item intro-

duced. You will find that more 

complex grammatical areas, such as the past

tense, are introduced over three units to make

the new input more manageable for learners. 

The characters

The ages of the main characters reflect that

of the learners. They are a group of likeable

children that students will find easy to identify

with and recognize as familiar. They are:

Stanley Davis, 12. He is the editor of the

school magazine, TeenLink. He’s sensitive 

and kind, a really gifted writer but not that 

fortunate in Maths. He’s got two pet cats,

Cosmo and Suzie, who spend most of their

time with the Hardy family, something that 

has always puzzled him.

Peter Hardy, 12. He is Stanley’s closest friend,

schoolmate and next-door neighbour. He’s a

real tease and fun to be with. His talent is in

sports and Maths. He is secretly in love with

the school beauty, Angela. He used to be at

school with the characters in Junior Grammar

A and B.

Kikki Hardy, 9. She’s Peter’s younger sister

and a redhead with a temper to match. She’s a

talented and ambitious artist but an awful violin

player. She usually hangs around with her best

friend, Nicola, who admires her talent.

Leslie Banks, 10. She met Stanley when she

wrote her first report for TeenLink and has

been a member of the ‘gang’ since then. She’s

Stanley’s second best friend. She’s clever and

level-headed. She loves photography and she

doubles as the magazine’s photo reporter.

The choice of topics and situations has been

carefully made to reflect the students’ interests,

sense of fun and vocabulary level, so as to 

present the target language in contexts that

are relevant to the learners.
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Grammar reference tables, grammar
explanations and ‘tip’ boxes

The grammar reference tables are 

comprehensive, clear to understand and 

appear immediately after the presentation. 

This helps to focus the learners’ attention 

on the new grammatical item.

It should be noted that tables showing the full

conjugation of the verbs are included, rather

than substitution tables so that students are

never confused.

The grammar explanations draw the learners’

attention to key features of the grammar 

introduced and give explanations in Greek. 

This is a source of valuable help and reference

while learners are doing their homework or

revising at home.

The ‘tip’ boxes appear next to particular

tasks to reinforce what has already been pre-

sented and to give learners some on-the-spot

practical advice before they attempt the task in

question.

The exercises
The level of the exercises has been carefully

monitored to provide:

� extensive practice in a clear, relevant and 

appropriate context. There is a wide range 

of context  and variety of tasks to keep 

learners motivated.

� a gradual transition from controlled to freer 

production, from easier to more complex 

tasks, that helps build learners’ confidence.

� familiar vocabulary to help learners focus on 

the grammar rather than worry about 

unknown words.

Each unit ends with a task that requires

students to operate on a paragraph level 

and produce the new language in a natural, 

realistic context.

Revision units
The revision units come after units 6, 11, 16

and 22. Again, the lexis used is familiar to the

learner and the task type appropriate for the

assessment of language use at this level.

English-Greek wordlist and
irregular verb list

These come at the end of the book and 

contain all the key lexical items translated in

Greek for easy reference.

Students can use this for reference at home

and for revising before the revision units. It can

also be useful for pre-teaching key vocabulary

before the presentation, to facilitate students’

understanding and thus allow them to focus on

the grammar.

Useful Tips

Tips for the presentation
One of the strongest features of this series 

is its use of recurring cartoon characters and

amusing or interesting magazine articles. 

Please take some time to allow students to

enjoy the story or article itself, rather than

rush to the grammar table. You might want 

to comment on an amusing scene or situation

or ask the students their opinion on what is

happening. You can give a brief warm-up 

by asking students for their personal 

experience in situations similar to those in 

the presentation.

You might also find it useful to pre-teach 

any key lexical items that appear in the 

presentation. You will find a comprehensive

wordlist at the back of the Students’ Book.

Here are some ideas on how to use the pre-

sentation stories:

� When the presentation is a dialogue, 

students can be assigned to learn the lines 

of one of the characters and act out the 

dialogues in class.

� You can write the presentation on the 

board, leaving out key items, then ask 

students to fill them in. This could also 

serve as revision in a later lesson.

� Students may be encouraged to write out 

their own version of the presentation. 
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Tips for grammar 
The grammar reference table and the 

grammar explanations appear immediately after

the presentation and before the tasks, which

makes it easy for students to refer to them for

help while working through the exercises. It

would be advisable, however, for you to go

through both the tables and the explanations

with your students in class, explaining all the

features and adding your own examples.   

After you have done this, you may want to

ask students to go back to the presentation

and circle, underline or highlight all grammatical

items in focus.

Tips for exercises
� The clear instructions and examples given 

make all exercises suitable for homework 

but it is always advisable to do a sufficient 

number of items in class, where you can 

prompt, help and advise. 

� Students should be encouraged to ask 

questions if in difficulty. Then you can gently 

steer the individual student towards finding 

the answer on his/her own, in the tables or 

presentations.

� When it is time for checking, it is a good 

idea to encourage the rest of the class to say

whether a particular answer is acceptable or

not, rather than accepting or correcting it 

immediately. This encourages involvement of 

the whole class all the time. 

� The final writing task is more suitable for 

homework. Encourage students to use 

dictionaries for lexical items they might want

to include in more open production tasks. 

Tips for revision units
Revision units allow the teacher to assess

which grammatical areas might need re-working

and spot individual weaknesses in order to

address them later. It might be best to do them

as informal class tests, after your students have

revised at home. 

These tests can always be corrected in class,

with students keeping their score. To add an

element of fun, the teacher might decide to

award different size stickers as prizes, 

depending on each student’s score.

Teacher’s Book
Oral activities 

A bank of oral activities has been included in

this Teacher’s Book for use in the classroom.

Many need no preparation at all, while a few

need simple photocopying and cutting up.

Although they have a strongly focused practice

element, they have been designed to provide 

a few minutes of relaxation and fun.

The activities are based on pair or group 

work and it would be advisable to allow for a

higher ‘noise’ level in class. 

It is important that students are confident

about what is expected of them, so it is a good

idea to give a few examples before the activity

starts. You may find you need to do or a ‘dry

run’ with a group of students before beginning.

During pair or group work, go around the

class and gently hint or prompt when you find

that there is some confusion (or lack of ideas).

However, avoid direct correction of any 

mistakes; it is best to make some notes and

give the class feedback after the activity is over.

These activities are best done at the end of 

a lesson to let students go on a happy note.

Alternatively, you can use them as a form of

revision at the end of a later lesson.

Quizzes 
The photocopiable quizzes in this Teacher’s

Book are best done in class after the 

completion of a unit or group of units and 

after homework has been checked. They do

not take long and are a valuable form of 

assessment as to how the units went. It might

be best for you to collect and correct them

before returning them to the students with 

the score and your comments. Generally, 

comments should be positive and encouraging,

rather than critical.
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1 ‘To be’, subject pronouns

1
1 he  2 it  3 we  4 she  5 they  6 it  7 she

8 you  9 he  10 they

2
1 is  2 are  3 is  4 is  5 am  6 are  7 are

8 are  9 is  10 are

3
1 Cosmo and Suzie are not dogs. They’re cats.

2 Leslie is not a doctor. She is a reporter

/schoolgirl.  3 London is not in China. It is in

England.  4 Peter and Stanley are not cousins.

They are friends.  5 Stanley is not fat. He is

thin.  6 Giraffes are not short. They are tall.

4
1 Are Cosmo and Suzie dogs?

2 Is Leslie the new reporter?

3 Are you hungry?

4 Are your parents from England?

5 Is Athens the capital of Greece?

6 Am I your best friend?

7 Are Peter and Stanley friends?

5
1 they are  2 Is  3 He is  4 Are  5 I’m not

6 She’s  7 Is  8 she isn’t  9 Is  10 she is

6
1 Where are my keys?  2 Why is Peter sad?

3 How old is Kikki?  4 When is your birthday?

5 Where is your father?  6 How old are your

parents?  7 Why is Cosmo on the bed?

7
Short forms are also correct.

1 am  2 am  3 are  4 is  5 is not  6 is  7 are

8 is  9 are  10 is  11 is not  12 is  13 are

14 Are  15 is  16 are

8
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

Hi! I’m …

My classroom is very nice. The desks are old

but they are clean. 

The windows are large and the playground is

sunny.

Helen and David are my best friends.

My teacher’s name is Mrs Michaels. 

My favourite subjects are geography and 

biology.

What about you?

2 Articles and plurals

1
1 a  2 a  3 an, a  4 a  5 an  

2
Full forms are also correct.

1 She’s beautiful. She’s a beautiful girl.

2 It’s expensive. It’s an expensive watch.

3 He’s clever. He’s a clever boy.

4 It’s old. It’s an old bike.

5 It’s fast. It’s a fast car.

6 It’s empty. It’s an empty box.

7 He’s tall. He’s a tall man.

8 It’s cheap. It’s a cheap computer.

3
1 the  2 –  3 the, –  4 –  5 –  6 –  7 –  8 The

4
1 –, the  2 –, the, –  3 The, –  4 –, –  5 The, –

6 The, –  7 The, –, –  8 –, –

5
1 The  2 –  3 A  4 An  5 –, –  6 –, –  7 A, a  

8 The, a

6
1 faces  2 women  3 classes  4 wives  5 days

6 mice  7 people  8 photos  9 matches

10 strawberries  11 tomatoes  12 sheep

5

Key to the Students’ Book
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1 The sandwiches are in the fridge.  2 The 

photos are fantastic!  3 Elephants are fat.

4 The cakes are delicious.  5 They are clever

students.  6 They are expensive radios.  

7 They’re rich women.  8 We’re tall boys.

9 The big posters are on the walls.  

10 They’re old bicycles.

8
1 –  2 –  3 the  4 –  5 –  6 –  7 the  8 a  

9 –  10 –

9
1 forests  2 trees  3 hours  4 noses  5 eyes

6 feet  7 tails  8 leaves  9 kilos  10 people

3 Demonstrative pronouns

1
1 this boy these boys

2 that house these houses

3 this key these keys

4 this game those games

5 that child those children

6 that dress those dresses

7 this knife those knives

8 that man those men

9 that baby those babies

10 this chair these chairs

11 this notebook these notebooks

12 that person those peope

2
1 These  2 These  3 That  4 These  5 This

6 This, those  7 That  8 This, those

3
Full forms are also correct.
1 That isn’t a ball. It’s a tomato!

2 Those aren’t leopards. They’re tigers!

3 That isn’t a T-shirt. That’s Kikki’s dress!

4 Those aren’t crocodiles. They’re alligators!

5 Those aren’t tennis balls. They’re lemons!

6 That isn’t a plane. It’s a helicopter!

7 Those aren’t grey horses. They’re donkeys!

4
Full forms are also correct.

1 Yes, it is.  2 No, it isn’t.  3 No, they aren’t.

4 Yes, they are.  5 Yes, it is.  6 No, they aren’t.

7 Yes, it is.  8 No, they aren’t.

5
1 Is this your T-shirt? Yes, it is.

2 Are those your sunglasses? No, they aren’t.

3 Is this a good film? Yes, it is.

4 Is that your school? Yes, it is.

5 Is that your house? No, it isn’t.

6 Are these your new CDs? Yes, they are.

7 Is that a leopard? No, it isn’t.

8 Is this Cosmo’s ball? Yes, it is.

6
Full forms are also correct.

1 These are my cats.  2 Are those presents for

me?  3 That isn’t my ball.  4 Those sunglasses

are awful.  5 Is this your brother?  6 This isn’t a

good book.

7
1 Those are nice dresses.  2 Are those your

pens?  3 This fishburger is for Suzie.  4 Is this

for me?  5 Those are alligators.  6 This T-shirt

isn’t very expensive.  7 Those aren’t my books.

8 What is that?  9 Those are fantastic posters.

10 That boy is from Spain.

8
1 This  2 This  3 This 4 These  5 those  

6 those

9
Students’ own answers.

4 ‘There is’, ‘there are’, 
prepositions of place

1
The short form of There is (There’s) is also correct.

1 There is  2 There is  3 There are  

4 There are  5 There is  6 There are  

7 There is   8 There are

6
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2
1 No, there isn’t a banana on Kikki’s desk.

There’s an apple.

2 No, there aren’t five magazines on Leslie’s

desk. There are five books.

3 No, there isn’t a toothbrush on Leslie’s

desk. There is a hairbrush.

4 No, there aren’t three posters on Kikki’s

desk. There are three photographs.

5 No, there aren’t four cassettes on Kikki’s

desk. There are three CDs.

6 No, there isn’t a computer on Leslie’s desk.

There’s a radio.

7 No, there isn’t a toy car on Kikki’s desk.

There is a doll.

3
1 Is there a toothbrush on Leslie’s desk?

No, there isn’t.

2 Are there two magazines on Leslie’s desk?

No, there aren’t.

3 Are there three photos on Kikki’s desk?

Yes, there are.

4 Are there three CDs on Kikki’s desk?

Yes, there are.

5 Is there a radio on Leslie’s desk?

Yes, there is.

6 Is there a toy car on Kikki’s desk?

No, there isn’t.

7 Is there a vase on Leslie’s desk?

Yes, there is.

4
1 Where’s the T-shirt?    7 It’s on the bed.

2 Where are the shoes?   8 They’re under 

the chair.

3 Where’s the schoolbag? 9 It’s behind the door.

4 Where are the books?   10 They’re on the floor.

5 Where’s the football?  11 It’s on the floor /  

behind the bin.

6 Where’s the glass?      12 It’s on the shelf.

5
1 Where are   2 They’re   3 Where’s   

4 Where are  5 is  6 are  7 Where are

8 Where are  9 Where is  10 on

6
1 at  2 in  3 at  4 in  5 on  6 on  7 at  8 at

9 at  10 at

7
Students’ own answers.

5 ‘Can’

1
1 can  2 can’t  3 can  4 can’t  5 can’t  

6 can  7 can’t

2
1 Fish can’t walk.  2 Babies can’t cook.

3 A tiger can run fast.  4 A pilot can fly a plane.

5 Elephants can’t drive.  6 People can’t fly.

7 A monkey can climb trees.  8 A ballerina 

can dance.  9 Cowboys can ride horses.  

10 A kangaroo can jump.

3
1 Can Peter climb trees? Yes, he can.

2 Can Leslie act? No, she can’t.  3 Can Kikki

play the violin? Yes, she can.  4 Can Peter and

Stanley play the violin? No, they can’t.

5 Can Stanley run fast? No, he can’t.  6 Can

Cosmo and Suzie climb trees? Yes, they can.

7 Can Leslie play the violin? No, she can’t.

8 Can Stanley act? Yes, he can.

4
1 can play the violin  2 can climb trees / can

run fast  3 can run fast / climb trees  4 can act

5 can Kikki  6 can Peter  7 can Cosmo and

Suzie  8 can Kikki and Stanley

5
1 She can speak Italian.  2 Where can we go?

3 We can’t swim here.  4 Can your friend play

chess.  5 I can’t hear you!  6 Who can answer

this question?  7 What can you see in this 

picture?  8 How many bananas can she eat?

7
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6
1 Can you cook  2 I can  3 Can you play

4 I can’t  5 I can listen  6 Can you draw

7 I can draw  8 Can you speak  9 I can’t

10 She can speak  11 can you do  12 I can fly

7
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

… He can’t play music but he can listen to it

for hours. He can’t draw very well, but he can

draw squares and circles for his lessons. He

can’t speak foreign languages, but his wife can.

Mrs Brenner can speak French, Italian and

Japanese. 

He can’t play music or speak foreign languages,

but he can fly small aeroplanes. That’s fantastic!

6 Imperatives, 
object pronouns

1
1 Come here!  2 Be careful!  3 Look at that

boy.  4 Do your homework now!  5 Open your

books on page 57.  6 Listen to your teacher!

7 Drink your milk.  8 Help me!

2
1 Don’t open the door.  2 Don’t wear the black

dress.  3 Don’t turn right.  4 Don’t sit 

on the table.  5 Don’t buy the brown jacket.

6 Don’t press the red button.  7 Don’t play 

in the living room.  8 Don’t close the window.

3
1 Don’t  2 Let’s  3 Let’s  4 don’t  5 Don’t

6 Let’s  7 Don’t  8 Let’s  9 Don’t  10 Let’s

4
1 Look at him.  2 Let’s watch it.  3 Wait for us!

4 Don’t touch them!  5 Open it.  6 Let’s visit

him.  7 Come to the cinema with us.  8 Let’s

call her.

5
1 He’s in the garden with him.  2 They can help

him.  3 She can’t do it.  4 It is behind them.

5 They are in London with him.  6 Can we use

it?  7 He can’t come with us.  8 She is in her

room with him.  9 We can stay with you.

10 Can he help them?

6
1it  2 me  3 it  4 Be  5 Don’t  6 us

7 Let’s  8 play  9 Put  10 Come

7
1 take  2 break  3 beat  4 Add  5 Cook  

6 Serve

8
1 Let’s  2 Wash  3 Slice  4 put  5 Add  6 Mix

7 Put  8 Don’t

Revision Units 1 – 6

1
0 He’s my brother.  1 Cosmo and Suzie are 

in the garden.  2 My parents are not at home.

3 How old is Maria?  4 Mr Green is our

History teacher.  5 Is Peter your friend?

6 Where are you from?

2
0 a  1 a  2 –, the  3 –, –  4 The, the, –  

5 –  6 –

3
0 These pictures are very funny.  

1 Those dresses are beautiful!  

2 Are these flowers for me?  

3 Those photos are fantastic!

4 Those men are very rich.  

5 These aren’t my books.  

6 Look at those babies!  

7 They’re clever students.

4
0 There’s  1 There are  2 Is there  3 There’s 

4 There aren’t  5 Is there  6 There isn’t

8
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5
0 in  1 between  2 at  3 on  4 near  5 at

6 next to  7 at

6
0 I can’t hear you.  1 Tigers can run fast.

2 Can you help me?  3 What can we do?

4 Pablo can’t speak English.  5 I can stand 

on my head.  6 Can penguins fly?

7
0 Sit  1 Don’t  2 Look  3 Open  4 let’s

5 Be  6 Wait

8
0 Can he see them?  1 They are at the cinema

with her.  2 It is for Alex.  3 Can we play with

you?  4 She can’t find them.  5 He is next to

her.  6 Can they help us?

7 Possessive case, ‘whose?’

1
1 Stanley’s  2 My grandparents’  3 Peter’s

4 Cosmo and Suzie’s   5 The children’s

6 Becky and Doris’  7 Vassilis’  8 My friends’

9 Those mens’  10 Alexis’

2
1 Is your house near Mr Smith’s house?

2 These men’s cars are exactly the same.

3 Dennis’ eyes are green.

4 Viv is Leslie’s friend.

5 Peter and Kikki’s parents aren’t at home.

6 The children’s bikes are in the garden.

7 Where are Dimitris’ keys?

8 Kikki’s violin is on her bed.

9 Carl and Lisa’s pet is a snake!

10 Those boys’ names are Louis and Nick.

3
1 John is a doctor.  2 Suzie is Stanley’s cat.

3 Stanley is twelve.  4 That is Helen’s father.

5 Leslie is a reporter.  6 It is Maria’s birthday

today.  7 They are Mike’s friends.

4
1 roof of that house  2 walls of my house

3 colour of that bike  4 top of this mountain

5 name of this street  6 the door of that car

7 end of this story

5
1 Whose car is this? It’s my mother’s.

2 Whose house is that? It’s Sandy and Maria’s.

3 Whose report is that? It’s Stanley’s.

4 Whose keys are these? They’re Nick’s.

5 Whose toys are these? They’re the boys’.

6 Whose room is this? It’s the children’s.

7 Whose fishburgers are those? They are

Cosmo and Suzie’s.

8 Whose dog is this? It’s Tim and Toby’s.

6
1 Costas’ fishing boat  2 Peter’s shorts

3 Stanley’s hair  4 parents’ boat  5 Mum’s hand

6 colour of the sea  7 The name of the boat

7
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

This is my favourite photo! We’re on holiday in

… . Look at my brother’s hat. It’s so funny!

There’s my parents’ car next to the house. The

door of the car is open and you can see my

father’s enormous boots. The door of the

house is open, too, and you can see me! The

weather is terrible but we are all very happy. 

8 ‘Have got’, possessive 
adjectives and pronouns

1
1 My best friend’s got two brothers.  2 Peter’s

got a sister.  3 I haven’t got your pen. 4 We

haven’t got a big house. 5 My cat’s got green

eyes.  6 You’ve got a very nice bike.  

7 Mr Bower’s house hasn’t got a garden.

2
1 have got  2 have got  3 has got  4 have got

5 has got  6 have got  

9
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3
1 No, he hasn’t. He’s got short hair.

2 No, they haven’t. They’ve got four legs.

3 No, it hasn’t. It’s got big ears.

4 No he hasn’t. He’s got a small nose.

5 No, I haven’t. I’ve got two legs.

6 No, it hasn’t. It’s got a long neck.

7 No they haven’t. They’ve got long hair.

4
1 Has Kikki got a hat? Yes, she has.

2 Has Peter got black shoes? No, he hasn’t.

3 Has Stanley got a camera? Yes, he has.

4 Has Leslie got a present? Yes, she has.

5 Has Cosmo got a flower? No, he hasn’t.

6 Have the girls got beautiful dresses?

Yes, they have.

7 Has Kikki got a bag? Yes, she has.

8 Has Stanley got a jacket? No, he hasn’t.

9 Have Cosmo and Suzie got bows? 

Yes, they have.

10 Has Stanley got a tie? No, he hasn’t.

5
1 She is my best friend.  2 She has got blue

eyes.  3 It has got four legs.  4 It is pretty.

5 Dave is tall and handsome.  6 Dave has got

four cousins.  7 Maria has got long hair.

8 Maria is twelve years old.  9 Peter is Kikki’s

brother.  10 Peter has got a new computer.

6
1 His  2 Our  3 His  4 my  5 Its  6 your

7 Their  8 Our  9 their  10 Her

7
1 These keys are mine.  2 This room is ours.

3 That bike isn’t yours.  4 Those books are

theirs.  5 That house is ours.  6 This pencil isn’t

yours.  7 That car isn’t his.  8 That 

T-shirt is mine.

8
Short forms are also correct.

1 My father has got a car. His car is blue. 

The blue car is his.  

2 Kikki has got a dress. Her dress is green. 

The green dress is hers.  

3 I have got a bag. My bag is yellow. The yellow

bag is mine.  

4 Leslie has got a camera. Her camera is black.

The black camera is hers.

5 You have got a pen. Your pen is red. The red

pen is yours.  

6 They have got a car. Their car is brown. The

brown car is theirs.  

7 We have got T-shirts. Our T-shirts are white.

The white T-shirts are ours.

9
1 My  2 Your  3 mine  4 our  5 theirs  6 Her

7 ours  8 Their  9 her  10 yours

10
Short forms are also correct.

1 your  2 Your  3 My  4 has got  5 has got

6 Their  7 My  8 has got   9 her  10 mine

11 my  12 yours

11
Students’ own answers.

9 ‘Some’, ‘any’, countable, 
uncountable nouns

1
Countable nouns

Uncountable

Singular Plural

bird children coffee

egg men meat

table sandwiches cheese

knife feet bread

poster cherries milk

watch apples tea

2
1 a  2 a  3 some  4 an  5 a  6 an  7 some

8 an  9 some  10 some, a

3
1 some  2 any  3 any  4 some  5 any  6 some

7 any  8 any  9 some  10 any

4
Full forms are also correct.

1 Is there any orange juice in the fridge?

There isn’t any orange juice in the fridge.

2 Have they got any friends in Paris?

10
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They haven’t got any friends in Paris.

3 Are there any mistakes in his test?

There aren’t any mistakes in his test.

4 Has he got any cousins in Athens?

He hasn’t got any cousins in Athens.

5 Is there any cat food for Cosmo?

There isn’t any cat food for Cosmo.

6 Have we got any fresh milk?

We haven’t got any fresh milk.

7 Has she got any money for the tickets?

She hasn’t got any money for the tickets.

5
1 any... There isn’t any orange juice but there 

is some apple juice.

2 any... There aren’t any hamburgers for you

but there are some cheeseburgers.

3 any... There aren’t any shoe shops in this

street but there are some toy shops.

4 Is there any...There isn’t any cola in that 

bottle but there is some lemonade.

5 Are there any...There aren’t any wolves in

that forest but there are some bears.

6 Are there any... There aren’t any zoos in

my/our town but there are some museums.

7 Is there any... There isn’t any milk in that 

cup but there is some tea.

8 Are there any... There aren’t any bananas in

the fridge but there are some strawberries.

6
Short forms are also correct.

1 We’ve got no money for the tickets.

2 I can see no clouds in the sky.

3 He has got no pets.

4 There are no cinemas in my town.

5 I have got no homework for tomorrow.

6 There is no salt in my soup.

7 We have got no CDs for the party.

8 There are no letters for you today.

7
1 something  2 anyone  3 anything

4 someone  5 something  6 anyone

7 anything  8 something

8
1 something  2 Someone  3 anything

4 anything  5 something 6 somewhere  

7 someone  8 anywhere

9
Full forms are also correct.

1 Have you got any money?  2 Are there any

monkeys?  3 I’ve got some sandwiches for you.

4 We haven’t got any comics.  5 There aren’t

any photos in this album.  6 There isn’t any

orange juice.

10
1 any  2 any  3 some  4 some  5 some  

6 any  7 some  8 any  9 some  10 any  

11 some  12 any

11
1 There are some 6 There aren’t any 

bananas. mice.

2 There isn’t any 7 There aren’t any

milk. apples.

3 There are some 8 There is some  

biscuits. popcorn.

4 There is some 9 There aren’t any  

orange juice. dogs.

5 There are some 10 There aren’t any

cats. cherries.  

10 ‘How much’, ‘how many’, 
quantifiers

1
how much how many

lemonade biscuits

sugar strawberries

water eggs

butter friends

milk oranges

tea posters

2
1 How many  2 How much  3 How many

4 How much  5 How many  6 How much

7 How much  8 How many  9 How many

10 How much

3
1 How many posters have you got?  

2 How much milk is there in that bottle?  

3 How many rooms are there in this hotel?  

4 How many brothers has she got?  

11
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5 How many tigers can you see 

(in this picture)?  

6 How many tickets have we/you got for the

theatre?  

7 How many girls are there in your class?  

8 How much money have you got?

4
1 a few  2 a little  3 a few  4 a little  5 a few

6 a few  7 a little  8 a little

5
1 a few  2 a little  3 a lot of  4 a few  5 many

6 a little  7 many  8 a few  9 a little  10 a few

6
1 No, not much.  2 No, not many.  3 No, not

much. 4 No, not many.  5 No, not much.  

6 No, not many.  7 No, not much.  8 No, not

many.

7
1 There aren’t many tigers in the zoo.

2 How much milk have we got?

3 How many brothers has Jack got?

4 Is there any ice-cream for me?

5 Are there any cinemas in your town?

6 How much money have we got?

7 There isn’t any sugar in my tea.

8
1 a box of sweets, two boxes of sweets

2 a bottle of orange juice, four bottles of

orange juice 3 a carton of milk, three cartons 

of milk 4 a packet of biscuits, two packets 

of  biscuits

9
1 How much milk  2 How many cartons of

milk  3 How many bottles of orange juice

4 How much orange juice  5 How many 

packets of biscuits  6 How much sugar

7 How much bread  8 How many loaves of

bread  9 How many bars of chocolate

10 How much lemonade

10
1 How many posters have you got?

2 How much cola is there in that bottle?

3 How many rooms are there in this hotel?

4 How much homework have you got?

5 How many boys are there in your class?

6 How many tickets have we got?

7 How much orange juice is there in the fridge?

8 How many books are there in your bag?

9 How much salt is there in this soup?

10 How much time have we got?

11
1 are three eggs  2 are two cartons of milk  

3 is one bottle of orange juice  4 are four

apples  5 are three bars of chocolate  6 are

four cans of lemonade

12
1 much  2 much  3 carton/bottle  4 many

5 lot  6 many  7 kilos  8 tins/cans 9 loaves  

10 much  11 cartons/bottles 12 packet

13
Students’ own answers

11 Comparison of adjectives

1
1 strong stronger strongest

2 fast faster fastest

3 big bigger biggest

4 good better best

5 difficult more difficult most difficult

6 thin thinner thinnest

7 large larger largest

8 ugly uglier ugliest

9 expensive more expensive  most expensive

10 funny funnier funniest

11 beautiful more beautiful most beautiful

12 nice nicer nicest

2
1 shorter than  2 cheaper than  

3 friendlier than  4 more exciting than

5 older than  6 more expensive than

7 better than  8 bigger than  9 easier than

10 nicer than

3
1 the largest  2 The shortest   3 The oldest

4 the slowest   5 the fastest  6 The biggest

7 The most poisonous  8 The smallest

12
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4
1 Leslie is shorter than Stanley. 2 Aunt Agatha

is older than Leslie. 3 Stanley is taller than

Peter. 4 Kikki is thinner than Aunt Agatha.

5 Peter is heavier than Kikki. 6 Leslie is

younger than Peter. 7 Kikki is the shortest.

8 Aunt Agatha is the oldest. 9 Stanley is the

tallest. 10 Kikki is the thinnest. 11 Aunt Agatha

is the heaviest. 12 Kikki is the youngest.

5
1 the quietest  2 smaller than  3 cleaner than

4 the noisiest  5 cleverer  6 uglier 

7 the cleverest  8 the dirtiest  9 better than

10 best

6
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

Hi!

I’m …..

I am a dog lover because a dog is a better

friend than a cat.

Cats are quieter than dogs but they are lazier.

My dog is bigger than a cat. He’s the cleverest

dog in our neighbourhood. Sometimes he is

very noisy, but he is the most beautiful dog in

the world. He is my best friend.

Revision Units 7 – 11

1
Short forms are also correct.

0 Whose car is this? It’s Mr Smith’s.

1 Whose glasses are those? They’re Chris’ /

Chris’s.  2 Whose violin is that? It’s Kikki’s.

3 Whose car is that? It’s my parents’.

4 Whose dog is this? It’s Mike and Alexis’ /

Alexis’s.  5 Whose bike is this? It’s Aunt

Agatha’s.  6 Whose book is that? It’s Ross’ /

Ross’s.  7 Whose house is this? 

It is Terry and Tom’s.

2
Full forms are also correct.

0 They’ve got a house in London. 

1 She’s got beautiful eyes. 

2 We haven’t got his phone number. 

3 Have you got my pen? 

4 Stanley hasn’t got a brother. 

5 Has your father got black hair? 

6 I’ve got an idea. 

7 Has he got a sister?

3
0 Our  1 your  2 my  3 ours  4 mine  5 Her

6 yours  7 Their

4
0 any  1 any  2 an  3 any  4 some  5 any

6 a  7 a  8 a

5
0 How many cousins have you got?  1 How

many brothers has she got?  2 How many

chairs are there in this room?  3 How much

bread / many loaves of bread have we got?

4 How many boys are there in your class?

5 How much cola / many bottles of cola is / are

there?  6 How much milk / many cartons of

milk have we got?  7 How many cinemas are

there in your town?

6
0 much  1 many  2 a little  3 a few  4 A lot!

5 a few  6 many  7 a little

7
0 nicer  1 more difficult than  2 the biggest

3 more expensive than  4 the tallest

5 heavier than  6 the hottest  7 the best

12 Present continuous

1
1 we are standing  2 he is writing

3 they are sitting  4 she is swimming

5 I am watching  6 you are listening

2
1 is sleeping  2 am making  3 are standing

4 is writing  5 am doing  6 is sitting

7 are waiting  8 are swimming  9 is playing

10 are washing

13
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3
Full forms are also correct.

1 Kikki isn’t talking to Susan. She’s talking 

to Alice.  

2 Mrs Green isn’t opening the door. 

She’s opening the window.  

3 Nick and Jim aren’t carrying a bag. 

They’re carrying a box.

4 Susan isn’t standing on a desk. She’s

standing on a chair.  

5 Ian isn’t drinking milk. He’s drinking water.  

6 Becky isn’t washing her hair. 

She’s washing her brushes.  

7 Simon and Paul aren’t painting. 

They’re eating. 

8 Anna isn’t sleeping. She’s painting.

4
1 Is Becky washing her brushes? Yes, she is.

2 Is Kikki singing? No, she isn’t.  

3 Are Nick and Jim carrying a box? 

Yes, they are.  

4 Is Susan standing on a table? No, she isn’t.  

5 Is Mrs Green opening the window? 

Yes, she is.  

6 Are Simon and Paul eating?Yes, they are.  

7 Is Ian painting a picture? No, he isn’t.  

8 Are Simon and Paul drinking water? 

No, they aren’t.

5
1 What are you reading?  2 Where are we

going?  3 What is she doing?  4 Why is he

looking at me?  5 What are you eating?

6 Why is he shouting?  7 Where is this bus

going?  8 Why are they running?

6
Short forms are also correct.

1 am having  2 are having  3 is standing  

4 is sitting  5 is painting  6 are not painting  

7 are washing   8 is helping  9 am not doing

10 am looking

7
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

I am at school and we are having our break. 

We are playing in the playground. My friend

Ben is running with a ball. David and Mary are

talking. William is eating a sandwich. I am very

thirsty and I’m drinking orange juice. Peter is

buying crisps from the school canteen. The bell

is ringing. We’re going in again now.

13 Present simple

1
1 he plays  2 she teaches  3 he washes  4 she

closes  5 he carries  6 it flies  7 she watches  

8 he tidies  9 it starts  10 she goes  11 she

likes  12 he cries

2
-s -es -ies

plays teaches carries

closes washes flies

starts watches tidies

likes goes cries

3
1 teaches  2 play  3 tidies  4 go  5 closes

6 wash  7 start  8 lives  9 eat  10 watch

11 works  12 likes

4
1 Wrong! They don’t swim in the sky. 

They swim in the sea.

2 Wrong! Kikki doesn’t play the piano. 

She plays the violin.

3 Wrong! Teachers don’t work in banks. 

They work in schools.

4 Wrong! A baker doesn’t sell meat. 

He / She sells bread.

5 Wrong! Pandas don’t eat fish. 

They eat leaves and bamboo.

6 Wrong! Leopards don’t live in Antarctica.

They live in Africa.

7 Wrong! Stanley doesn’t write books. 

He writes articles for Teenlink.

5
1 gets up  2 drinks  3 has  4 plays  5 watches

6 eats  7 goes out  8 stays

14
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6
1 Does Peter go to school? Yes, he does.

2 Do Cosmo and Suzie go to school? 

No, they don’t.

3 Does Stanley live in England? Yes, he does.

4 Does Kikki play basketball? No, she doesn’t.

5 Does Aunt Agatha go to school? 

No, she doesn’t.

6 Do Cosmo and Suzie eat cat food? 

Yes, they do.

7 Does Peter eat cat food? No, he doesn’t.

8 Does Aunt Agatha live in England? 

Yes, she does.

9 Do Peter and Stanley play basketball?

Yes, they do.

10 Does Kikki go to school? Yes, she does.

7
1 Do you walk to school?  2 Does your 

brother like horror films?  3 Do we need any

eggs?  4 Does it rain a lot in your country?

5 Do Mike and Paul live in this street?  6 Does

Mr Jones teach Geography?  7 Do they go to

the same school?  8 Do your friends like pizza?

9 Does she work in a bookshop?  10 Do Alice

and Kate speak Italian?

8
1 How do you go to school?  2 When does

she study for school?  3 How often does he 

go to the cinema? 4 What time does he go 

to bed? 5 How much milk do you drink?  

6 Where do they live? 7 What does she want

for her birthday? 8 How many eggs do we

need?  

9
1 b  2 g  3 f  4 i  5 a  6 c  7 h  8 e  9 j  10 d

10
As this is a written article, full forms are best.

1 live  2 do not sleep  3 sleep  4 hunt

5 likes  6 plays  7 do not hunt  8 stay

9 eats  10 do not like

11
1 get up  2 play  3 do not do  4 does not go

5 takes  6 stays  7 finds  8 visit  9 go  10 feel

11 Does your school close  12 do you spend

12
Student’s own answers

This is a possible one.

Dear Kikki,

I love spring holidays! I go shopping with my

cousin and sometimes we go to the park. We

listen to new CDs. I don’t get up early and I

don’t study. 

I spend a lot of time with my friends. We play

basketball or football. We don’t do homework

and we don’t go to bed early. We eat pop corn

and watch TV.

Holidays are great!

14 Present simple,
present continuous

1
1 at the moment  2 every day  3 every day

4 at the moment  5 every day  6 at the

moment  7 at the moment  8 every day

9 every day  10 at the moment

2
1 Are  2 Do  3 Am  4 Does  5 Is  6 Does

7 Are  8 Do  9 Is  10 Do

3
1 I do.  2 No, he / she isn’t.  3 Yes, they do.

4 No, it isn’t.  5 No, he / she doesn’t.  6 Yes, we

are.  7 Yes, he / she does.  8 No, we aren’t.  9

Yes, I / we do.  10 Yes, she is.

4
1 Every Monday afternoon Peter and Kikki ride

their bikes. Today they are visiting Aunt Agatha.

2 Every Monday afternoon Leslie does her

homework. Today she is going to the dentist.

3 Every Monday afternoon Nicola plays the

piano. Today she is watching TV.  4 Every

Monday afternoon Stanley writes articles for

the school newspaper. Today he is studying for

his History test.  5 Every Monday afternoon

Mrs Jason runs in the park. Today she is staying

in bed.

15
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5
As this is conversation, short forms are best.

1 ’s happening  2 have  3 ’re helping

4 ’re preparing  5 make  6 ’re trying 

7 ’re selling  8 makes  9 ’s teaching

10 like  11 Do you like  12 I do

6
Students’ answers may not be exactly the same.

Well, it’s the school bazaar. Every Wednesday

morning we play volleyball with the school

team. This morning we are painting our stall.

For the bazaar we usually sell old books. This

year we are making paper kites. After the

bazaar we (usually) clean up and go home.

Tonight we are having a party!

15 Adverbs of frequency and 
prepositions of time

1
1 at  2 in  3 on  4 in  5 at  6 on  7 in

8 at  9 in  10 at

2
1 Mum always goes shopping on Fridays.

2 Do you often watch TV?

3 Mrs Green is always very busy.

4 Does Sam always get up late?

5 Peter’s room is usually untidy.

6 He doesn’t always go to work by bus.

7 We don’t usually have milk for breakfast.

8 I am never late for school.

9 Leslie always writes good reports.

10 Stanley sometimes wears jeans.

3
1 Cosmo always eats a lot. Suzie never eats 

a lot.  2 Cosmo sometimes sleeps in the 

garden. Suzie sometimes sleeps in the garden.  

3 Cosmo usually plays with Kikki. Suzie 

sometimes plays with Kikki.  4 Cosmo 

sometimes listens to Stanley. Suzie always 

listens to Stanley.  5 Cosmo often fights with

Aunt Agatha’s dog. Suzie never fights with 

Aunt Agatha’s dog.

4
1 He never eats pizza.  

2 She eats pizza once a week.  

3 Mum cooks spaghetti on Sundays.

4 Dad often cooks spaghetti for dinner.

5 Mr Smith plays golf on Tuesdays and

Thursdays.  

6 Mrs Smith never plays golf.

7 Does your Dad go fishing every week?

8 Does your Mum often go fishing ?  

9 I drink tea in the morning.  

10 I rarely drink tea after dinner.

5
1 on  2 usually  3 at   4 In  5 in  6 at  

7 never  8 always

6
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

It’s Sunday and I’m very happy! I can play all

day!

I get up late on Sundays. I always eat my 

breakfast slowly and phone my friends. We usu-

ally meet in the park and we often play ball or

ride our bikes. Sometimes it’s too cold and we

stay at home. Today it’s a lovely day. My friend

and I are going rollerblading at three o’clock.

We’ll go to the cinema in the early evening. We

often go to the cinema on Sunday evenings, but

we can’t stay late because we have school on

Monday morning.

16 The future

1
1 Will Stanley be rich? Yes, he will.

2 Will he live in a small house? No, he won’t.

3 Will he marry an ugly girl? No, he won’t.

4 Will he have two children? No, he won’t.

5 Will he have his own newspaper? Yes, he will.

6 Will he be a famous singer? No, he won’t.

7 Will he drive an expensive car? Yes, he will.

8 Will he travel around the world? Yes, he will.

16
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2
1 Is Leslie going to go shopping on Monday?

Yes, she is.

2 Is she going to finish her report on

Wednesday? No, she isn’t.

3 Is she going to study for her English test on

Thursday? No, she isn’t.

4 Is she going to go to the cinema on Saturday?

Yes, she is.

5 Is she going to eat at Angela’s house on

Friday? No, she isn’t.

6 Is she going to go to the hairdresser’s on

Friday? Yes, she is.

7 Is she going to visit her uncle on Tuesday?

No, she isn’t.

8 Is she going to meet Stanley on Sunday?

No, she isn’t.

3
1 He’ll be back in England in three years.

2 I’m going to buy a computer next week.

3 They’re going to paint their house next week.

4 Mark will be thirteen in three years.

5 We’re going to have a party next week.

6 They’ll move to Germany in three years.

7 This town will be very different in three years.

8 I’m going to visit Tim next week.

4
1 am going to go  2 will  3 are going to 

4 will  5 is going to  6 will  7 am going to

8 will

5
I’m going to the dentist at 3.30. I’m meeting

Leslie at 4.30 and I’m taking Cosmo to the vet

at 6.00. Then I’m helping Jane with her 

computer project at 7.00. At 8.30 I’m meeting

my parents and we are eating at Uncle Dave’s

house at 9.00.

6
As this is conversation, short forms are best.

1 ’re leaving  2 ’re going  3 ’ll travel  4 ’ll go

5 ’ll sit  6 ’ll meet  7 ’ll meet  8 ’ll go

7
Jenny and I are going to make the sandwiches.

Leslie is going to buy the cake and James is

going to bring a sound system.

Tom and Elsie are going to bring some CDs

and Helen and Peter are going to put up the

decorations. Alex and Jade are going to buy the

orange juice and lemonade.

Stanley Davis

8
Students’ own answers

This is a possible one.

Dear Mrs …. ,

Jane and I are going to make sandwiches and

Stephen is going to get the drinks. Mary is

going to buy plastic cups and John is going to

bring a CD player. Mr Lewis and Carl are going

to carry the footballs and volleyballs. Helen is

going to bring a camera and Melina and Dave

are going to clean up after the picnic.

Revision Units 12 – 16

1
0 in  1 at  2 on  3 in  4 on  5 on  6 in  7 on  

8 on  9 in  10 at

2
Short forms are also correct.

0 is running  1 Is Kikki playing  2 am not 

sleeping  3 are having  4 are you going  

5 is not raining  6 is washing  7 Are they 

listening  8 is waiting

3
0 don’t sell  1 sits  2 Do you like 3 live  4 Does

your Dad work  5 don’t want  6 do they get up

7 tidies  8 Do Kikki and Peter like 

4
0 now  1 is washing  2 every week 3 three

times a day 4 Do you live  5 We are watching

6 I am doing  7 every week  8 is crying

17
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5
0 She’s often late for work.  1 Do you usually

get up at 7.30?  2 Cosmo often sleeps in the

garden.  3 Does the class sometimes finish 

earlier?  4 We don’t usually have a big 

breakfast.  5 I sometimes go to the 

supermarket with my Mum.  6 He never drinks

coffee.  7 Peter’s room is always untidy.

6
0 teaches  1 works  2 am doing  3 don’t eat

4 Do you like  5 goes  6 are studying 7 lives

7
Short forms are also correct.

0 will be  1 are going to have  2 is going 

to rain 3 will win  (is going to also possible)

4 are going to meet  5 will use

6 am going to buy  7 will go

17 ‘Was’, ‘were’

1
1 was  2 was  3 were  4 were  5 was  6 were

7 were  8 was

2
1 There was  2 There was  3 There was

4 There were  5 There were 6 There was  

7 There were

3
1 Wrong! He wasn’t at the beach. 

He was at the sports club.

2 Wrong! She wasn’t at the cinema. 

She was at home.

3 Wrong! He wasn’t at the theatre. 

He was in the park.

4 Wrong! She wasn’t at school. 

She was at the dentist.

5 Wrong! They weren’t at the hairdresser’s.

There were in the garden.

4
1 Yes, he was.  2 No, she wasn’t.  3 Yes, he was.

4 No, she wasn’t.  5 Yes, they were.

6 No, they weren’t. 7 No, she wasn’t.  

8 Students’ own answers.

5
1 Was John at the party on Saturday?

2 Was it cold last week? 

3 Were you at home last night? 

4 Was your brother with you yesterday? 

5 Were they in German last summer? 

6 Was she your English teacher last year?

6
1 Where was John yesterday morning?  

2 When was Mary in London?  3 How old

were you two years ago?  4 Why was he late

yesterday morning?  5 Where were your

parents at ten o’clock last night?  6 Why was

Peter sad last night?

7
1 was  2 weren’t  3 were  4 was  5 were

6 weren’t  7 were  8 were  9 weren’t  10 were

8
Students’ own answers should follow the structure

and shape of exercise 7.

18 Past simple – regular verbs

1
1 we finished  2 they stayed  3 I liked  

4 he cried  5 it stopped  6 you watched

7 she danced  8 he tidied  9 we planned

10 they tried  11 she lived  12 we studied

13 I answered  14 they clapped

-ed -d -ied double 

consonant+-

ed

finished liked cried stopped

stayed dance tidied planned

watched lived tried clapped

answered studied

2
1 finished  2 I helped  3 opened  4 liked

5 visited  6 danced  7 watched  8 tidied

3
1 It didn’t finish at ten o’clock.  

2 She didn’t call me on Monday.  

3 I didn’t study for a Geography test.  

4 We didn’t watch ‘Tom and Jerry’.  
18
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5 They didn’t visit uncle Dave. 

6 James / He didn’t stay in Venice.  

7 Peter and Stanley / They didn’t play

basketball.

4
1 Kikki played the violin.  2 Nicola helped her

teacher.  3 Stanley didn’t finish his article.

4 Leslie cooked spaghetti.  5 Peter tidied his

room.  6 Suzie and Cosmo didn’t stay at home.

5
1 Did Kikki play the piano? No, she didn’t.

2 Did Nicola help her mother? No, she didn’t.

3 Did Stanley finish his article? No, he didn’t.

4 Did Leslie cook spaghetti? Yes, she did.

5 Did Suzie and Cosmo stay at home? 

No, they didn’t.

6 Did Peter tidy his room? Yes, he did.

6
1 Did  2 did  3 Did  4 did  5 Did  6 didn’t

7 didn’t  8 didn’t  9 Did  10 did

7
1 Did you play tennis on Saturday?

2 Did she dance a lot at the party?

3 Did you walk to school yesterday?

4 Did he remember Mike’s birthday?

5 Did they like the film?

6 Did you watch TV last night?

7 Did you travel to Rome last year?

8 Did you cook lunch on Sunday?

8
1 did you clean the house  2 did you cook

3 did the film start  4 did you start school

5 did you stay  6 did you watch  7 did you 

finish your homework  8 did he open the 

window

9
1 last Saturday  2 every Saturday  

3 last Saturday  4 last Saturday  

5 last Saturday  6 every Saturday  

7 every Saturday  8 last Saturday

10
1 play  2 played  3 opens  4 opened

5 visited  6 visit  7 cooks  8 cooked

11
Students may make different sentences but the

facts and the grammar should be the same.

The party started early, right after school!

We didn’t dance. We only listened to music.

Some children even watched TV! I didn’t like

the food. There were salad(s), crackers and

cheese. We didn’t play any games and the party

finished early. 

In the end, we tidied the room ourselves and

washed our glasses. It was really horrible.

12
Students’ own answers should follow the structure

and shape of the key to exercise 11.

19 Past simple – irregular verbs

1
1 be was, were

2 begin began

3 break broke

4 buy bought

5 come came

6 do did

7 drink drank

8 eat ate

9 find found

2
1 made  2 bought  3 began  4 went  5 saw

6 wrote  7 read  8 did

3
1 Wrong! She didn’t write a letter at twelve

o’clock. She wrote a letter at one o’clock.

2 Wrong! She didn’t buy cat food at one

o’clock. She bought cat food at two o’clock.

3 Wrong! She didn’t do her homework at two

o’clock. She did her homework at three o’clock.

4 Wrong! She didn’t meet Nicola at six o’clock.

She met her at 5.30.

5 Wrong! She didn’t go to the cinema at seven

o’clock. She went to the cinema at six o’clock.

6 Wrong! She didn’t come back at nine o’clock.

She came back at eight o’clock.

7 Wrong! She didn’t eat at Leslie’s house at ten

o’clock. She ate at Leslie’s house at 8.30.

19

10 get got

11 give gave

12 go went

13 have had

14 make made

15 meet met

16 read read

17 run ran

18 see saw

19 sit sat

20 sleep slept

21 take took

22 write wrote
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4
1 No, she didn’t.  2 No, she didn’t.

3 No, she didn’t.  4 Yes, she did.  

5 No, she didn’t.  6 Yes, she did.

7 No, she didn’t.

5
1 Did Leslie buy a present for Tim?  2 Did

Cosmo sleep on the sofa?  3 Did Susan find 

her keys?  4 Did Michael have a good time at

the party?  5 Did Nick and Kate go to the 

cinema?  6 Did Kikki meet Nicola at the 

supermarket?  7 Did Steve eat six hamburgers?

8 Did Peter make a chocolate cake?

6
1 Did Kikki paint a table?

No, she didn’t. She painted a chair.

2 Did Nicola read a book?

No, she didn’t. She read a magazine.

3 Did Leslie eat a banana?

No, she didn’t. She ate a sandwich.

4 Did Suzie drink water?

No, she didn’t. She drank milk.

5 Did Stanley and Leslie play basketball?

No, they didn’t. They played table tennis.

6 Did Peter make a cake?

No, he didn’t. He made pop corn.

7 Did Cosmo sleep in his basket?

No, he didn’t. He slept under a tree.

7
1 did he come back?  2 did you go?  3 did you

eat?  4 did they go to England?  5 did you meet

him?  6 did you read this / that book?  7 did

you buy?  8 did you have for breakfast?  9 did

she get up?  10 did you see her?

8
1 slept  2 wrote, did not use  3 sent, was

4 ate, did not 5 flew  6 drove  7 read  8 were

9
1 went  2 didn’t have  3 built  4 fell  5 didn’t

win  6 broke  7 lost  8 came  9 didn’t have

10 were

10
1 She met her friends at the bus stop 2 I didn’t

drink tea  3 Did you get up early  4 We had a

great time  5 Did you go to England

11
1 met  2 was  3 talked  4 came  5 played

6 visited  7 had  8 wrote  9 gave  10 ate

12
Students’ own answers should follow the structure

and shape of the paragraphs in exercise 11.

20 Present perfect

1
1 be was, werebeen

2 begin began begun

3 break broke broken

4 buy bought bought

5 come came come

6 do did done

7 eat ate eaten

8 give gave given

2
1 he has written  2 we have closed  

3 they have seen  4 she has put  

5 it has eaten  6 you have drunk  

7 he has finished  8 she has played  

9 I have studied  10 they have left  

11 she has bought  12 he has gone

3
1 has made  2 have read  3 has washed  

4 have bought  5 have drunk  6 have broken  

7 has finished  8 has stopped  9 has passed

10 has taken

20

9 go went gone

10 make made made

11 read read read

12 run ran run

13 sit sat sat

14 sleep slept slept
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4
1 haven’t called  2 hasn’t met  3 haven’t seen

4 haven’t bought  5 hasn’t found  6 haven’t 

travelled  7 haven’t tidied  8 haven’t invited

5
1 has drunk  2 has eaten  3 has broken  

4 has painted  5 has locked  6 has climbed

7 has called

6
1 Have we bought tickets for the concert?

2 Has the game finished?  

3 Have you done your homework?  

4 Has Mark opened his present?  

5 Has he met your sister?  

6 Has Cosmo eaten all the cat food?  

7
1 Have you bought a present for Mike’s 

birthday?  

2 Our team has won the match.

3 You have eaten my ice-cream!  

4 We haven’t seen this film.  

5 Have they sold their house?  

6 Have you locked the door?  

7 He hasn’t passed his driving test. 

8 I have written a letter to Paul.  

9 You haven’t done your homework.  

10 I have lost my keys.

8
1 have you brought  2 I have  3 Has she 

bought  4 she has  5 has bought  6 have 

you made  7 I have  8 have put  9 has eaten

9
1 seen  2 broken  3 have you  4 Have  5 given

6 bought  7 Has it  8 drunk 9 done  10 seen

10
1 has bought  2 have visited  3 have taken

4 have eaten  5 have made  6 haven’t read

7 have been  8 Have you made

11
Students’ own answers should follow the structure

and shape of the paragraphs in exercise 10.

21 Modal verbs – 
‘can’, ‘could’, ‘must’

1
1 can  2 can  3 can’t  4 Can  5 can  6 can’t

7 Can  8 Can

2
1 could  2 Could  3 could  4 couldn’t  

5 couldn’t  6 could  7 Could  8 couldn’t

3
1 Nicola could walk but she couldn’t talk.

2 Kikki could play with paint but she couldn’t

draw.  3 Stanley could climb up a tree but he 

couldn’t climb down.  4 Peter could ride a bike

but he couldn’t stop.  5 Rob could write but he

couldn’t spell.  6 Leslie could eat with a fork

but she couldn’t use a knife.

4
1 could  2 couldn’t  3 can’t  4 can  5 Could

6 can’t  7 couldn’t  8 Could  9 Could  

10 couldn’t

5
1 must  2 mustn’t  3 mustn’t  4 mustn’t

5 must  6 mustn’t  7 must  8 must

6
1 must do  2 must hurry  3 mustn’t talk

4 mustn’t park  5 mustn’t play  6 mustn’t eat

7 must be  8 must tidy

7
1 You mustn’t make a noise. 2 You mustn’t run

in the house. 3 You must be quiet. 4 You

mustn’t play loud music. 5 The cats must stay

out of the house. 6 You must take my dog for 

a walk. 7 You mustn’t go to bed late. 8 You

mustn’t eat sweets.

8
1 You can go to Stanley’s house. 2 You can 

listen to music in your room. 3 You can’t bring

friends into the house. 4 You can’t watch TV in

the living room. 5 You can play in the park.

6 You can ride your bikes in the street. 7 You

can’t have a party.

21
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9
Students’ own answers

These are possible.

I must brush my teeth every morning.

I can watch TV for one hour in the afternoon.

I must get up early on school days.

I must have breakfast.

Sometimes I must tidy my room.

I mustn’t fight with my brother and sister.

I mustn’t open the door to strangers.

I can go to parties at the weekend.

I mustn’t / can bring my friends home.

I can / mustn’t ride my bike in the street

I mustn’t watch TV late in the evening.

I must eat vegetables.

I must do my homework after school.

22 Questions, question tags

1
1 Can he play the guitar?

2 Did she visit her grandparents?

3 Will we be famous one day?

4 Are they watching a comedy?

5 Has he got two brothers?

6 Have they eaten three pizzas?

7 Does he live in London?

8 Do they work in a bank?

2
1 Did  2 Do   3 Are  4 Have  5 Could  6 Has

7 Can  8 Were  9 Must

3
1 Did they go to France?  2 Can you play 

the guitar?  3 Do you like English?  4 Did 

he call you?  5 Is that your Dad’s car?  

6 Do you like / eat fish?  7 Do you live in

Brighton?  8 Did she buy a new car?  9 Does

he drive to work?  10 Can you speak Russian?

4
1 Where  2 When / How often  3 Who

4 When  5 Which  6 Why  7 Whose

8 How much

5
1 have we got?  2 is yours?  

3 is that / that boy?  4 does school start?

5 does your Dad go to work?  6 are you 

crying?  7 do you visit your grandparents?

8 boys are there in your class?  9 are they

drinking?  10 does she go to the cinema?

6
1 Who’s that girl?  2 What’s her name?

3 Where does she come from?  4 Can she

speak English?  5 Where does she live?

6 Has she got any brothers and sisters?

7 Do you like her?

7
1 don’t you?  2 aren’t they?  3 isn’t he?

4 isn’t it?  5 won’t you?  6 wasn’t it?

7 doesn’t she?  8 aren’t you?  9 can’t he?

10 didn’t they?

8
1 are they?  2 could she?  3 do you?

4 will we?  5 are we?  6 did he?  7 is it?

8 does he?  9 have you?  10 can he?

9
1 What’s your name?  2 How old are you?

3 Are you a boy or a girl?  4 Where do you

live?  5 Do you like sports?  6 Do you go to

school?  7 Which is your favourite pop group?

8 Who is your favourite film star?  9 When 

is your next holiday?  10 Do you want to 

visit my country?

10
Students’ own questions. Students may need help

with the format of the advertisement, which should

follow that of exercise 9.

22
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Revision Units 17 – 22

1
Full forms are also correct.

0 It wasn’t cold last night.

1 Stanley didn’t lock the door.

2 We didn’t stay at home.

3 Cosmo didn’t eat all the cat food.

4 Leslie and Kikki weren’t at the party.

5 Peter didn’t cook spaghetti.

6 Sue didn’t find her keys.

7 We didn’t play football.

2
0 was  1 didn’t leave  2 Did they know  3 was

4 didn’t talk  5 met  6 bought  7 Did Kikki go

3
0 watched  1 Has he found  2 has eaten

3 has gone  4 Have you called  5 haven’t met

6 has written  7 Have you bought

4
0 When  1 Why  2 Whose  3 How  4 What

5 Where  6 Which  7 Who

5
0 must  1 could  2 mustn’t  3 can’t  4 must

5 couldn’t  6 can  7 can’t

6
0 Are they looking at the painting?

1 Did she buy a new jacket?

2 Do we know his brother?

3 Have the boys seen this film?

4 Will he be in France next summer?

5 Are they going to help him?

6 Was he late for school?

7 Must she leave early?

7
0 doesn’t she?  1 haven’t you?  2 are we?

3 didn’t they?  4 have you?  5 can she?

6 won’t it?  7 is it?  8 isn’t it?

23
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Teacher’s Resource File
Oral activities

1 ‘They are famous!’ - To be, personal pronouns

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of four to six students each. Then divide each group into two teams, 
A and B. Appoint a score keeper for each team. The scorer should write down the points 

after every name on a piece of paper that everyone can see.

The activity

� Within each group, team A thinks of somebody famous or really well-known 
(an individual or a group).

� Team A then tells team B the name of the person (or group), for example, Julia Roberts.

� Team B must say why the person (or group) is famous in order to earn two points, 
for example She’s an actress or She’s a star. 

� Then team A must confirm: ‘Yes, she is.’ If they forget to do so, team B get a bonus point.  

� If team B are not sure who the person is, they are allowed to ask up to three questions, 
for example Is she a singer? etc.  In this case, when they find the correct answer, team B 

earn only one point.

� For the next round, the teams exchange roles and they continue to do so until the available 
time for the activity has been used (make sure you end with an even number of rounds). 

The winner in each group is the team that have more points than the other. The class 

winner is the team with the highest score of all the teams.

2 ‘Tree, a tree’ - Articles, plural nouns

Preparation

� Prepare a list of words you want to use. Here is a set of 36 possible words. 
For bigger classes or for more rounds you may need more.

aeroplane schoolbag Earth England Americans hotel

insect frog sun Annabel Spain pretty angel

umbrella house sky July red apple TV

orange green umbrella Italians Tuesday orange book Greeks

empty box yellow star Pacific Ocean Italy moon angry tiger

ugly frog big aeroplane USA Africa elephant hippo

The activity

� This activity involves the whole class as one group. 

� You start by going round the class ‘giving’ each student in turn a noun or an adjective and 
noun phrase, aeroplane or birthday card, for instance. 

� The student should immediately repeat the word(s) adding the appropriate article 
(a, an, the, or nothing), for example: 

Teacher: ‘Aeroplane’ Student: ‘An aeroplane’

� The student gets one point for his/her correct answer. If the student does not respond with 
the correct answer immediately (or within 2-3 seconds), he/she is immediately disqualified 

and has to quit the game. 

� The turn passes to the next student and you continue with the game, giving each student 
a turn until there is only one student left or the words have run out. 

24
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3 ‘This and that’ - Demonstrative pronouns

Preparation

� Ask for a volunteer. Explain to the student that he/she is going to spend a few minutes outside 
the classroom. Ask him/her to look at his/her fellow students and their desks very carefully.

The activity

� While the student is out, collect some items from the rest of the students like glasses, bags, 
any characteristic notebooks, hats, and so on. Place these items on the teacher’s desk.

� Invite the student back. Ask him/her to pick up, identify and return each of the objects while saying 
whose they are. For example: ‘This is Mary’s notebook. These are John’s glasses.’

� Ask for another volunteer. He/she goes out. 

� This time ask some of the students to exchange items of clothing, or favourite objects that 
are associated with them, a striking bag, for instance.

� Invite the student back. Ask him/her to stand at the front of the class, spot the changes and 
then point out and identify the objects. For example: ‘That is Tom’s hat. Those are Angela’s earrings.’

� Make sure that you collect or exchange items that are both singular and plural. It’s best to guide 
the students in the exchange of personal items.

4 ‘Is there a policeman?’ - There is, there are, prepositions of place

Preparation

� Cut or tear some long narrow strips of clean paper (long enough to write one sentence), 
one for each group.

� Write the following on the board:

Student A writes:                     Student B writes:            Student C writes:

There is / are (someone/thing a preposition                (place)

singular or plural)

For instance:

There is a policeman in front of the house. =  1 point

There’s a policeman on Mary’s head. =  no points

� Divide the class into groups of three and name each student in the group A, B or C. 

� Explain that the groups will each end up with a sentence on their piece of paper like those 
on the board. The sensible sentences will get a point and the others no points.

� Give each group a long narrow strip of paper.

The activity

� Student A writes ‘There is’ or ‘There are’, followed by a noun (a name, an animal or a thing, singular 
or plural) at the top of the strip of paper (for example: There’s a policeman, There are three birds, 

There is an umbrella).  Student A then folds the paper over to hide what he/she has written and 

hands it to Student B.

� Student B writes a preposition (for example:  in front of,  under,  on) from the table in unit 4. 
Then he/she folds the paper to hide what he/she has written and gives it to student C.

� Student C writes down a thing or things preceded by an article or a genitive (for example: the house, 
the trees, Mary’s head).

� When Student C has finished, Student A reads the sentence aloud. If it makes sense, the group 
earns one point. If it doesn’t, at least the class should enjoy it!

� You can play the game as many times as you wish, perhaps alternating the roles (A, B, C) 
within the group for variety. The group with the most points is the winner.
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5 ‘Professions’ - Can

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of three or four students each. Give each group a title letter and 
write that letter (A, B, C and so on) at the top of an empty column on the board.

Some ideas for jobs are:

singer              basketball player   tailor             gymnast       

actor/actress   gardener              hairdresser    carpenter

artist               architect              secretary       plumber

fireman            musician              farmer           electrician

The activity

� Give each group the name of a profession, for example a chef.

� Each group should try to make up a list of things this person can do in his professional 
capacity. For example: ‘He can cook, he can bake bread, he can make cakes’, and so on. 

� Accept any valid answer, even if it is a variation of another. Keep the score of each group 
on the board as they say them.

� The winner in each round is the group with the most points. Overall, the winning group is 
the one that has won most rounds.

6 ‘Do or don’t?’ - Imperatives, object pronouns

Preparation

� This is a variation of the game Simon Says. You can prepare a few sets of six or eight orders 
if you wish. There are three examples below. Decide how many sets you want to do. Each 

set constitutes a round of the game. Say the orders in fairly quick succession, like a rhyme. 

Do not emphasize ‘don’t’ in the negative ones, just say it naturally.

The activity

� Make some room at the front of the class by pushing the desks back. Ask the students to 
stand in the free space.

� Explain that you are going to give them a set of orders and that they should do exactly as 
you say. When an order is affirmative (for example: ‘Touch your nose!’), they should follow it. 

When the order is negative (for example: ‘Don’t sit down!’), they should remain completely 

motionless. If they move at all they will be out of the game. 

� Before you begin the first round, give two or three orders for students to follow for practice. 
Make sure that they are familiar with all the words you will be using.

� The students that remain at the end of the round will get a point. When a new round begins, 
all the students join in. When you have done all the rounds you can, the student with the 

most points is the winner.

26

Touch your nose,

Jump up and down,

Don’t sit down,

Wiggle your toes.

Say your name,

Say hello

Say good bye,

Don’t say no.

Shake your foot,

Stamp it down,

Stick out your tongue

Don’t clap your hands,

Clap them,

Clap them,

Don’t clap them.

Touch your toes, 

Touch your feet,

Don’t sit down,

Smile at me!

Stand up straight.

Lift your arm.

Don’t bring it down.

Don’t touch your head.
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7 ‘Whose is this?’ - Possessive case, whose?

Preparation

� You will need at least one sheet of paper for each student to draw on.

� You may also want to elect a scorer who will write each student’s score on the board 
as the game goes on.

The activity

� Hand out the paper, one piece per student.

� Ask students to draw an item that is very characteristic of themselves. This could be the 
jacket that they usually wear in class, their bag, their glasses, and so on. They should try 

to prevent their neighbour from seeing what they draw and they should put their name on 

it in the bottom right hand corner. This is important.

� Collect the drawings and shuffle them.

� Hold them up one by one but covering the name with your fingers. Ask ‘Whose is this?’ or 
‘Whose are these?’ Listen carefully. The first student to answer correctly 

(for example: ‘They’re Betty’s shoes’) gets one point. 

� If lots of students answer correctly at the same time (or almost), they all get a point.

� Continue until all the drawings have been identified. The winner is the student with the 
most points.

� You may want to nominate one of your students to hold up the drawings and ask the 
questions.

8 ‘His and Her favourites’ - Possessive adjectives and pronouns

Preparation

� You may want to prepare a scoring system on the board. Put the names of the students and 
write the group they belong to.

The activity

� Tell the class you are going to play a memory game. You may want to do one round with a few 
of the students first, to demonstrate how the game is played. You may also want to appoint a student 

to keep score.

� Make groups of five to eight students, depending on your class size. 

� Choose one student from each group as the player for this round. Tell the player to find out 
who the favourite star of each member of the group is by asking them ‘Who’s your favourite star?’ 

He/she can ask each person only once. 

� The purpose of the game is for the player to remember as much as possible of the information 
he/she gets. If there are two or more students who like the same person, the player can ask 

them to stand together to aid his/her memory.

� When all the students in a group have given their answers, stop the game and ask each player 
in turn to report to the rest of the class. This is done by pointing at the members of the 

group and saying, for instance, ‘Her favourite star is Brad Pitt. His favourite star is Harrison Ford.’ 

The player gets points, one for each student who confirms what he/she says.

� Choose a different player for each of the following rounds, which can be done on these topics 
and/or any other topics you choose:

favourite pop star or group favourite colour favourite subject at school

favourite food favourite animal favourite historical figure, etc.

� When you have finished all the rounds you wish, compare the points gained by all the players. 
The winner is the one with the most points.
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9 ‘Shopping’ - Some, any, countable, uncountable nouns

Preparation

� You will need sheets of clean A4 paper cut in four. Each student will need one piece of paper 
for each round played.

The game

� Write this list on the board. Give each item a realistic price in your currency. These prices are in 
British pounds and pence. A pound is one hundred pence.

� Give each student a piece of paper and tell them that they are at the supermarket and this 
paper represents their shopping basket. 

� Divide the class into pairs of A and B. Each student will have a chance to be both A and B. 

� To start with, A chooses six items from the list and puts them in the ‘basket’ by writing the 
words on it (for example: potatoes, shampoo, and so on). B must not see this.

� B will ask A nine questions like ‘Have you got any butter?’ or  ‘Have you got any apples?’
A will answer, for example: ‘Yes, I’ve got some butter’ or ‘No, I haven’t got any apples’.

� For each item that A answers with Yes, B writes it down on his/her card - ‘in the shopping basket’. 

� When B has asked all nine questions, A and B compare their lists to check. For each item B has found, 
he/she earns as many points as the item costs.

� Then it is B’s turn to choose six items to put in his/her basket and A asks the nine questions.

� You can play as many rounds as you wish. The winner in each pair is the one who gets the most points.

10 ‘Cooking’ - How much, how many, quantifiers

Preparation

� You will need sheets of clean A4 paper cut in four. Each student will need one piece of paper 
for each round played.

The game

� Write this list on the board.
butter (grams) sugar (grams) eggs oranges

flour (grams) baking powder (grams) chocolate (grams)

� Each student copies this list and writes how much or how many of each item they have in 
their cupboard without showing anyone else.

� Divide the class into pairs of A and B.

� Now write the quantities needed for a chocolate orange cake beside each item on the board. 
They are 170g of butter, 170g of flour, 170g of sugar, 10g of baking powder, 3 eggs, 150g of 

chocolate and 2 oranges. Tell the students that they need these to make the cake. Explain that they 

must ask each other to ‘borrow’ the ingredients if they haven’t got enough in their cupboard.

� So A looks at his/her list to see what there is not enough of and asks B, for example:
‘Have you got a little sugar for me?’ or ‘Have you got a little flour for me?’

B answers ‘Yes, I’ve got a lot of sugar. Here you are.’ or ‘No, sorry, I haven’t got much.’

Then B asks for something.

� The first one to get enough of all the ingredients is the winner of the pair.

28

bread 65p

eggs £1.35

milk 70p

bananas £1.10

orange juice £2.50

biscuits 60p

jam £1.15

apples               80p

butter £1.30

rubbish bags     £1.20

toilet paper £1.80

crisps                50p

flour 75p

toothbrush     £1.40

shampoo £1.90

potatoes           85p

cocoa £1.55

cornflakes       £1.10
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11’Most Dangerous!’ - Comparison of adjectives

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of three. If you’ve got one or two students left, pair them off with 
somebody else within one of the groups so that they can work together. Name the students 

in each group A, B and C.

The activity

� Now write the following on the board: 
A : a tiger B: a cat C: an elephant heavy

� Tell them that each student represents the animal with the same letter. 

� Ask the students within each group to make comparisons, using the adjective on the board. 
A compares with B, for example: A tiger is heavier than a cat. 

B compares with C, for example: A cat is lighter than a tiger.

and C compares with A, for example: An elephant is heavier than a tiger. 

� Finally, they should compare all three animals to find which is the heaviest, for example: 
An elephant is the heaviest of the three. The student whose animal was the heaviest writes 

the sentence above on a sheet of paper. 

� Continue with the suggestions below and/or make your own additions. 
fast                a sports car            a bike                     a lorry

expensive       a car                      a sound system        a camera

exciting          a holiday               a holiday                 a holiday

in Africa                 in a quiet village    in Europe

old                the Pyramids          Disneyland            The Eiffel tower

dangerous     a snake                  a fox                      a hamster

� When all the rounds are finished and students have written their results on the same sheet 
of paper, compare the lists between groups to see if they are correct.

12 ‘What’s he doing?’ - Present continuous

Preparation

� You are going to need 12 ‘cards’ for each group of students, each card with one of the 
activities below written on it. You can make these cards yourself or get your students to make them.

listen to music                    watch TV                          clean the sofa

cook dinner                        wash the dishes                 have a snack

brush his/her  teeth             dry his/her hair                  have a shower

water the plants                  dig                                   wash the car

The activity

� Divide the class into groups of three or four and ask them to form a circle and place one set 
of cards, face down, in the middle.

� On the board, write: Kikki is in the sitting room. What is she doing?

� The first player draws the card at the top of the pile and makes a sentence, for example: ‘She’s 
listening to music’ or ‘She’s having a shower.’  If the activity is such that it can possibly take place in 

the room the character is (such as listening to music in the sitting room), the player earns one point. 

If it’s impossible (such as having a shower in the sitting room) the player doesn’t earn any points. 

� The players take turns round the circle.

� When all the cards have been drawn, ask each group to shuffle them well and put them again, 
face down, in the middle. Play three more rounds with: ‘Mrs Hardy is in the kitchen. What is she

doing?’, ‘Peter is in the bathroom. What is he doing?’ and ‘Mr Hardy is in the garden. What is he 

doing?’ At the end, the winner in each group is the student with the most points.
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13 ’What do I do?’ - Present simple

No Preparation

The activity

� Demonstrate the following with a student as your partner.

� You choose a profession and write it down on a piece of paper and put it in your pocket. Tell your 
partner he/she has five points, but each time he/she guesses wrongly, a point is lost.

� You tell your partner one fact about a person who has that profession. For example, if you choose 
doctor, you could say ‘He or she wears a white coat’.

� Your partner guesses what your profession is: ‘Are you a dentist?’

� You say no and give another fact: ‘He or she works in a hospital.’ 

� Your partner guesses wrongly again and you give a third fact and so on. Even if your partner has not 
guessed correctly after five facts you stop and your partner has a turn as the ‘professional’. 

� For each wrong guess your partner loses a point and you gain one. You both write down your score 
after each guess. You prove your profession by showing the piece of paper in your pocket. 

� Now divide the class in pairs and tell them to do the same, taking turns to be the professional and the 
guesser. They can choose a profession from this list, which you may then want to write on the board.

� You may also want to write a list of verbs and/or objects that are associated with these professions 
on the board as the activity goes on, to help students makes sentences.

� At the end of the time you have allowed, you may want to ask the students for their scores and see 
who is the class best.

14 ’Usually, but not tonight’ - Present simple, present continuous

Preparation

� Each student will need 6 ‘cards’. Make these by cutting up clean A4 paper into eight. 

� Write the following on the board in two separate lists, ‘activities’ and ‘names’.

Angela Anna visit a museum play computer games visit friends

Steven Penny go to the cinema listen to music run in the park
Mike go shopping wash Dad’s car go out with his/her parents
Derek watch TV have a pizza read magazines

The activity

� Divide the class into pairs of As and Bs and give each student six blank ‘cards’.  

� Ask the pairs to decide between them on six activities for a Friday evening and to both write them 
on separate cards, so each student will have six activity cards.

� They each then ‘shuffle’ their six cards and put them in a little pile, face down in front of them. 
- A takes the top card and says, for example: ‘Angela usually goes to the cinema on Fridays.’ 

- B takes his/her top card to see what the same person is doing tonight. B then says, for example: 

‘But tonight, Angela is visiting friends.’ 

� If B’s card is the same as A’s, he/she will say: ‘And she is going to the cinema tonight, too.’ If this is the 
case, B wins one point. If Angela’s activity is different, no points are won.

� A begins again with the next card on his/her pile using the next name from the list on the board. 
This continues until all the cards and names have been used. B counts up his/her score. 

� Then B starts, and A has a chance to win some points.

� After both rounds the winner is the one with the most points.
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actor/actress                        

film director                   

cameraman

beautician                            

hairdresser                     

tailor

dentist                                   

doctor                              

pharmacist

policeman                             

fireman                           

soldier

writer                                    

teacher                           

editor

cashier                                    

clerk                              

shop assistant
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15‘How often’ - Adverbs of frequency

Preparation

� Copy this questionnaire so that each student has one.

Health Questionnaire How often do you ...
Name:..................... 1  eat breakfast? ................ (...../5)

Age: ...................... 2  eat fast food? ................ (...../5)

Total Score ....../30 3  eat salads and vegetables? ................ (...../5)

4  eat sweets and desserts? ................ (...../5)

5  drink a glass of water? ................ (...../5)

6  exercise for an hour? ................ (...../5)

� Questions 1, 3, 5 and 6 will be scored from Table A below and questions 2 and 4 from Table B. 
Write the two tables on the board.

Table A Table B

always 5 points sometimes   2 points never 5 points often 2 points

usually 4 points rarely 1 point rarely 4 points usually   1 point

often 3 points never 0 points sometimes 3 points always    0 points

The activity

� Put the students in pairs, A and B. Give Student A a copy of the questionnaire.

� Explain that A will ask B the questions and enter a score from the tables on the board. 
Demonstrate if necessary. Explain which question is scored from which table.

� A asks B the questions. B answers the questions and includes one of the adverbs of frequency 
in his/her answer (If necessary, remind students of Leslie’s answers in unit 15 in the Students’ Book).

� A gives B a score for each answer. The key to the score is the adverb of frequency in the answer. 

� When they are ready, pair the students up again but with different partners so that the students 
who asked the questions the first time have to answer them now. Warn them that they must tell 

the truth as their friends know the real answers!

16 ‘Will you, won’t you?’ - The future

Preparation

� Write the following on the board. 

This evening Next weekend Next summer
visit  a friend go on an excursion go to the seaside

go to bed early buy a CD visit a fun fair

do my homework have dinner with friends travel to India

go to the dentist watch a basketball game visit an island

have pizza for dinner tidy my room go camping

go to the cinema have a party stay in a big hotel

� Divide the class into pairs, A and B. 

The activity

� Student A chooses two items from each list and then asks Student B to guess what he/she has chosen. 

� Student B has two guesses. Each correct guess earns Student B one point. 

� Give the class a model dialogue as an example:
Student A:  ‘What am I doing this evening?’ Student B:   ‘You’re going to the cinema.’

Student A:   ‘No, I’m not.’ Student B:   ‘You’re having pizza for dinner.’

Student A:   ‘Correct.’ 

� Then student A asks Student B to guess what he/she’s going to do next weekend, following the same 
pattern but using going to.

� Finally, student A asks Student B to guess what he will do next summer, using will.
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17 ’Where was it?’ - Was, were

Preparation

� Divide the class into 2 groups, Group A and Group B. 

� Ask the groups each to choose a representative. 

� Prepare your neighbouring classrooms for a little noise.

The activity

� The two representatives go round the classroom for one minute and try to ‘photograph’ the way it 
looks in their memory. They then go out of the classroom for a few minutes. 

� While they are outside, ask the rest of the students in groups A and B to decide how to 
‘redecorate’ the classroom by changing the position of various fairly large and prominent objects. 

For example, change the position of two pictures, move a desk, put somebody’s bulky bag at the front 

of the class, and so on. There should be no more than nine changes in all. 

� Invite both representatives back in and give each of them a piece of clean paper. Ask them to make 
a list of the changes without talking. Give them two minutes for this task.

� The representatives then take it in turns to read out their lists to the class. 

� Each correct item earns the group the student represents one point.

� The winner is the group with the most points.

18 ‘What did you do yesterday?’ - Past simple (regular verbs)

Preparation

� This activity needs to be controlled so that the students only need regular verbs. So you will need 
lots of paper ‘cards’. Each card should have one of these phrases on one side and the letter of the set 

on the other. Each group of students will need one of each of all 21 cards.

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

at a party dance play games

at a friend’s house watch TV listen to music

in the kitchen cook spaghetti bake a cake

at the hairdresser’s the assistant wash our hair he dry it

in our room study for a test finish our homework

at the cinema enjoy the film not like the end

in the garden water the plants collect flowers

The activity

� Divide the class into groups of six. Tell each group to form two teams of three members each 
(Team A and Team B). Ask the teams to sit facing one another.

� Give each group the three sets of cards 1, 2 and 3. The sets of cards should be shuffled within 
themselves. Put them face down between the two teams.

� Team A begins by asking team B the question: ‘Where were you yesterday?’

� Each member of team B draws a card from the top of a different set and they construct a sentence 
with the three prompts. For example: 

Student A :  ‘We were at a party’ Student B :  ‘we danced’    Student C:  ‘and we played games.’

� If the sentence makes sense (like the above), the team saying it gets one point. However, they are 
more likely to come up with, for example: ‘We were at the cinema, we watered the plants and we 

didn’t like the end’. Then the team saying a sentence like this does not get a point. 

� Then it is the turn of team B to ask team A the question. The game continues until all cards have 
been used. 

� If you want to play again, ask each group to shuffle the cards well within their sets and start again.

32
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19 ‘Yesterday’ - Past simple (irregular verbs)

Preparation

� Make a list on the board of all the irregular verbs that your class knows. (When you are doing the 
activity, do not follow the list on the board in the order you wrote it. Then the next student will not 

be able to guess which verb you will give him/her.)

� You may need to divide the class into two groups if it is very large. In that case, choose a student to 
take your role for the other group.

The activity

� Decide which student will start. Tell the class that you are going to give them one verb at a time. 
The student whose turn it is should immediately make a sentence that includes that verb in the past 

simple (affirmative, question or negative). For example, the teacher says ‘Go’ and the student says 

‘My brother went to the cinema yesterday.’

� If the sentence is meaningful and grammatically correct, the student earns one point. If he/she hesitates 
for more than two or three seconds, he/she will be out of the game. 

� The winners are those who have managed to remain in the game until the list of irregular verbs is 
finished or your time runs out.

20 ’Getting ready’ - Present perfect

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of 4 to 5 students and ask them to sit in a circle.

� Choose one student in each group as the ‘observer’. Their job is to keep the time and the score as 
the activity progresses. They will each need a piece of paper and a pen or pencil. They should write 

the names of the players in their group on the paper down one side or across the top.

The activity

� Tell the class that they are leaving for their summer holiday today and that they are responsible for 
leaving the house safe and for preparing everything for the holiday. Explain the rules below and then 

give a countdown and a start, ‘Ready, steady, go!’, for example. 

� The first student in each group will tell the others one thing he has taken care of (for example: ‘I’ve 
locked all the doors’). He/She must say this within 10 seconds, measured by the observer who counts 

silently and slowly from one to ten.

� The next student will tell the others one thing he/she has done (for example: ‘I’ve bought the tickets’), 
within ten seconds from the end of the previous student’s sentence.

� If a student fails to come up with a new sentence within ten seconds he/she is out for the rest of 
the round.

� This continues with all the students in the group, until there are no more ideas. The point of the 
activity is to get points, so students should be encouraged to go on saying relevant things to get 

as many points as possible.

� The observer then gives one point to those players who have said something that is relevant and 
appropriate within the ten second limit.

� The winner is the player with the most points in each group.

� When you play for the first time, give the students ideas as to what they can say orally - make sure 
nobody takes notes! For example: close windows, lock doors, empty fridge, take rubbish out, pack 

suitcase, pack swimsuit, call taxi, book tickets, take passport, and so on.

� You can play the game again with a different subject: having a party at someone’s house, going on 
a picnic, going on a school trip to Great Britain/London, for example.
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21 ‘Family rules’ - Modal verbs

Preparation

� Divide the class into ‘families’ of three: a mother, a father and a son or daughter. If you have one or 
two students left, form one or two ‘families’ with two children.

� The ‘children’ will need pens and papers.

The activity

� The point of the game is for the ‘children’ to write down a set of family rules. The mother and the 
father are going to tell their child what he/she can or can’t do or what he/she must or must not do, 

following this procedure:

Father: (whispers to the student so that Mother cannot hear) You mustn’t eat...

Child: (to Mother) ... eat ...

Mother: ... your food.

(Because the ‘Mother’ doesn’t know how the sentence began, there are equal chances of the ending 

being appropriate, such as ‘a lot of chocolate’ or not, such as your ‘food.’)

� The ‘child’ writes these rules down as they are made.

� Each parent begins three rules for the other to finish. 

� At the end, all the ‘children’ will take turns to read out the six family rules. Each totally silly rule 
gets one point. 

� The winner is the ‘family’ with the craziest set of rules!

22 ‘Ask me!’ - Questions, question tags

Preparation

� Divide your class into groups with five or six students each.

The activity

� Choose one student from each group and ask them to think of a really famous person. It can be 
a film star, a pop star, a well known athlete, and so on. Ask them to come and whisper the name to 

you so you can be sure they have chosen personalities that every student will know. You may need 

to make suggestions yourself. 

� Ask the students to return to a group other than their own.

� The groups can ask their visitors up to 10 questions to find out who the person is. The ‘visitor’ must 
keep count. The group can only ask questions for which the answer will be ‘yes’ or ‘no’. For instance, 

they CANNOT ask ‘Who is he/she?’ or ‘What is his/her job?’  They CAN ask ‘Is it a man?’ or ‘Does 

he play football?’, and so on.

� The round finishes when all ten questions have been asked. At this stage the group are allowed to ask 
‘Is he/she X?’ If they are successful, they get one point as a group. 

� If the above question is asked at some stage before the ten questions have been asked and the answer 
is no, then the game finishes and the group do not get a point. 

� Ask students to return to their original group.

� You can play as many rounds as you like, choosing a different student from each group to think of 
a famous person. 

� The winning group is the one that has found the most famous people.

34
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 1 (Units 1—2)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Look at the4,8 or ? and make sentences. 

0 Jill / my best friend. 4 ......................................................

1 Mike / a very good student 8 ......................................................
2 Where / my keys ? ......................................................

3 I / hungry 8 ......................................................

4 She / a teacher 4 ......................................................
5 you / English ? ......................................................

6 We / very busy 4 ......................................................

Score      6

2 Complete with a, an, the or ‘-’. 

0 My father is ......... teacher.

1 ......... black car is Mr Smith’s. 

2 ......... sky is blue. 

3 My birthday is in ......... January.

4 That is ......... excellent idea!

5 ......... kangaroos are from Australia.

6 ......... Thames is a river in England.

7 ......... breakfast is ready.

Score      7

3 Make these sentences plural. 

0 The magazine is on the desk. ...............................................................

1 A giraffe is tall. ...............................................................

2 The photo’s very old. ...............................................................

3 I’m a good student. ...............................................................

4 The child is in the garden. ................................................................

5 He’s a policeman. ...............................................................

6 The box is empty. ...............................................................

7 Look at the baby! ...............................................................

Score      7

The magazines are on the desk.

Jill is my best friend.

a
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 2 (Units 3—4)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete with there is(n’t), there are(n’t), Is there, Are there.

0 ....................... a dog in our garden. 4

1 ....................... three new students in my class. 4

2 ....................... a pancake for me! 8

3 ....................... many restaurants in this town? ? 8
4 ....................... a cinema near your school ? 8
5 ....................... many boys in my class. 8

6 ....................... a man in that car. 4

7 ....................... a fishburger for Cosmo in the fridge ? 8
8 ....................... a computer room in our school. 8

Score     8

2 Circle the correct answer. 

0 ................ is my friend, Jill.

a This b These c Those

1 ................ is our car.

a That b These c Those

2 ................ are my new shoes.

a That b This c These

3 Is that your bag?

a Yes, that’s. b Yes, it is. c Yes, that is.

4 ................ boys are in my class.

a Those b This c That

5 Are those flowers for Leslie?

a Yes, those are. b Yes, these are. c Yes, they are.

6 Is that your bike?

a Yes, she is. b Yes, it is. c Yes, that’s.

Score     6

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 Your breakfast is on / in the table.

1 Peter and Stanley are at / between the cinema.

2 There’s a big cinema among / next to our school.

3 Kikki’s in / at home.

4 Mr Smith’s office is on / in the first floor.

5 There’s only one boy among / between all those girls.

6 Peter’s basketball is between / behind the door. Score     6
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There’s

0 Your breakfast is on / in the table.

1 Peter and Stanley are at / between the cinema.

2 There’s a big cinema among / next to our school.

3 Kikki’s in / at home.

4 Mr Smith’s office is on / in the first floor.

5 There’s only one boy among / between all those girls.

6 Peter’s basketball is between / behind the door. Score     6

0 ................ is my friend, Jill.

a This b These c Those

1 ................ is our car.

a That b These c Those

2 ................ are my new shoes.

a That b This c These

3 Is that your bag?

a Yes, that’s. b Yes, it is. c Yes, that is.

4 ................ boys are in my class.

a Those b This c That

5 Are those flowers for Leslie?

a Yes, those are. b Yes, these are. c Yes, they are.

6 Is that your bike?

a Yes, she is. b Yes, it is. c Yes, that’s.

Score     6 

8
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 3 (Units 5—6)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Match and write. 

0 Let’s a that box. 0 .....................................................

1 Come b stand on the chair! 1 .....................................................

2 Open c your homework now! 2 .....................................................

3 Don’t drink d at this photo. 3 .....................................................

4 Look e go! 4 .....................................................

5 Let’s f here. 5 .....................................................

6 Don’t g my cocoa. 6 .....................................................

7 Do h watch a film. 7 .....................................................

Score     7

2 Write. Use object pronouns. 

0 Open the door! .....................................................

1 Look at that man! .....................................................

2 Can you help Alice and Judy? .....................................................

3 They can’t see me and my friend. .....................................................

4 Listen to your mother. .....................................................

5 Don’t touch that pan! .....................................................

6 I can’t find my keys. .....................................................

Score     6

3 Make sentences with can / can’t. 

0 He / do this exercise 8 ...............................................................

1 Cosmo / swim 8 ...............................................................

2 you / act ? 8 ...............................................................

3 I / play the guitar 4 ...............................................................

4 Where / we go ?8 ...............................................................

5 We / come with you 8 ...............................................................

6 She / speak French 4 ...............................................................

7 Who / help me ?8 ...............................................................

Score     7

Let’s go!

Open it!

He can’t do this exercise!
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 4 (Units 7—8)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Circle the correct answer. 

0 ....................... brother’s in my class.

a Jenny b Jenny’s c Jennys’

1 The post office is at the ........................

a end road’s b end’s road c end of the road

2 The ........................ room is over there.

a childrens’s b children’s c childrens’

3 ........................ bowl is empty.

a Cosmo’s b Cosmos’ c Cosmos’s

4 Those ........................ father is a doctor.

a boys’ b boy’s c boys

5 That’s ........................ bike.

a Charles b Charles’ c of Charles

6 ........................ car is that?

a Who’s b Whose’s c Whose

7 ........................ house is in West Street.

a Tom’s and Bob b Tom’s and Bob’s c Tom and Bob’s

Score    7

2 Look at the4,8 and ? and make sentences with have got.

0 I / a headache 4 ........................................................................

1 Leslie / short hair. 8 ........................................................................

2 a spider / six legs ? 8 ........................................................................

3 We / a house in London 4 ........................................................................

4 you / my keys ? 8 ........................................................................

5 I / a computer 8 ........................................................................

6 Harry and Dave / a baby brother 4 ........................................................................

Score      6

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 Those are my / mine keys.

1 This isn’t my book. It’s your / yours.

2 Her / Hers Dad is a teacher.

3 This is my brother. He’s / His name’s Brian.

4 That house over there is our / ours.

5 Peter and Kikki are in the garden with their / theirs friends.

6 - Whose bike is that? - It’s my / mine.

7 This bag is mine and that one is her / hers. Score     7
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I’ve got a headache.

0 ....................... brother’s in my class.

a Jenny b Jenny’s c Jennys’

1 The post office is at the ........................

a end road’s b end’s road c end of the road

2 The ........................ room is over there.

a childrens’s b children’s c childrens’

3 ........................ bowl is empty.

a Cosmo’s b Cosmos’ c Cosmos’s

4 Those ........................ father is a doctor.

a boys’ b boy’s c boys

5 That’s ........................ bike.

a Charles b Charles’ c of Charles

6 ........................ car is that?

a Who’s b Whose’s c Whose

7 ........................ house is in West Street.

a Tom’s and Bob b Tom’s and Bob’s c Tom and Bob’s

Score    7

0 Those are my / mine keys.

1 This isn’t my book. It’s your / yours.

2 Her / Hers Dad is a teacher.

3 This is my brother. He’s / His name’s Brian.

4 That house over there is our / ours.

5 Peter and Kikki are in the garden with their / theirs friends.

6 - Whose bike is that? - It’s my / mine.

7 This bag is mine and that one is her / hers. Score     7 

6
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 5 (Units 9—11)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Circle the correct answer. 

0 Are there .................. sweets in that packet?

a some b any c a

1 There’s .................. shampoo in that bottle.

a any b a c no

2 Let’s have .................. to eat.

a something b anything c somewhere

3 There’s .................. glass of milk for you on the table.

a some b any c a

4 There’s .................. at the door.

a anyone b someone c somewhere

5 We can’t go .................. tonight. We’re very busy.

a somewhere b anywhere c nowhere

6 There’s ..................  cola in the fridge.

a any b an c some

7 There aren’t .................. fishburgers for Suzie.

a some b any c no

Score     7

2 Circle the correct answer. 

0 How many / How much CDs have you got?

1 Have you got much / many friends in England?

2 We haven’t got much / many time.

3 How much / How many money have we got?

4 There’s a few / a little juice for you in the fridge.

5 How much / How many rooms are there in your house?

6 Are there any letters for me? Just a few / Just a little.

Score     7

3 Complete the sentences using the comparative or the superlative.

0 Peter is ......................... Kikki. (old)

1 Your hair is ......................... mine. (long)

2 Jack is ......................... student in our class. (good)

3 This exercise is ......................... that one. (difficult)

4 She’s ......................... girl in the world! (pretty)

5 This is ......................... hotel in our town. (expensive)

6 This bag is ......................... that one. (heavy)

Score     6

older than
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 6 (Units 12—13)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences using the present continuous.

0 Be quiet! I / do my homework! ......................................................................

1 the children / play in the garden? ......................................................................

2 It / not rain ......................................................................

3 What / you do? ......................................................................

4 Listen! Kikki / play the violin. ......................................................................

5 You / not listen to me! ......................................................................

6 Cosmo and Suzie / sleep on Kikki’s bed? ......................................................................

7 Where / he go? ......................................................................

8 you / have a good time? ......................................................................

9 Listen! Someone / sing. ......................................................................

10 Shh! The baby / sleep. ......................................................................

Score     10

2 Make sentences using the present simple.

0 We / visit our grandparents every Saturday.

...............................................................................................

1 you / do your homework in the evening?

...............................................................................................

2 They / not speak English.

...............................................................................................

3 Where / she live?

...............................................................................................

4 My father / work in an office.

...............................................................................................

5 She / not like comedies.

...............................................................................................

6 you / walk to school?

...............................................................................................

7 How much milk / we need?

...............................................................................................

8 The shop / open at 8.00.

...............................................................................................

9 koalas / eat leaves?

...............................................................................................

10 We / not go to the cinema very often.

...............................................................................................

Score     10

40

Be quiet! I’m doing my homework!

We visit our grandparents every Saturday.
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 7 (Units 14—15)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences using the present simple or the present continuous.

0 Hey! You’re ..................... my sandwich! (eat)

1 ......... she ..................... at the moment? (work)

2 ......... you always ..................... out on Saturdays? (go)

3 Kikki is in her room. She ..................... a letter to Izumi. (write)

4 He ..................... tennis every Friday. (play)

5 Look! Cosmo ..................... Suzie’s milk again. (drink)

6 Peter never ..................... his room. (tidy)

7 Aunt Agatha often ..................... us on Sundays. (visit)

Score     7

2 Re-write the sentences putting the words in brackets in the right place.

0 We wash our car. (once a week) ............................................................................

1 I get up early in the morning. (always) ............................................................................

2 Do you go to school by bus? (always) ............................................................................

3 We have dinner at 8.00. (usually) ............................................................................

4 He’s late for work. (never) ............................................................................

5 We go shopping. (on Fridays) ............................................................................

6 Do you go to the cinema? (often) ............................................................................

7 He has a shower. (every day) ............................................................................

Score     7

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 I always have a glass of milk in / on the morning.

1 Christmas is at / in December.

2 We sometimes go fishing at / in the weekend.

3 My birthday is in / on the 13th of August.

4 He goes to bed late in / at night.

5 Do you always watch TV in / on the evening?

6 Our lessons start at / on 8 o’clock.

Score     6

eating

We wash our car once a week.
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 8 (Unit 16)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using will or going to.

0 We ...................... back to London in 5 years. (go)

1 I ...................... uncle Harry next week. (visit)

2 Kikki ...................... a famous artist one day. (be)

3 We ...................... a new car next month. (buy)

4 People ...................... electric cars in 30 years. (drive)

5 Thanks for the book. I ...................... (read) it this weekend.

6 Jill ...................... a birthday party next week. (have)

Score     6

2 Complete the sentences using will or the present continuous.

0 We ...................... for Paris tomorrow. (leave)

1 ...................... with us on Saturday? (you/come)

2 I ...................... rich and famous one day. (be)

3 I ...................... to the concert on Saturday. I’ve got the tickets. (go)

4 We ...................... around the world one day. (travel)

5 This town ...................... very different in 50 years. (look)

6 ...................... anything tomorrow morning? (you/do)

Score     6

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 Don’t worry. I ...................... help you with your homework.

a will b going to

1 Kikki ...................... Cosmo to the vet tomorrow.

a will take b is taking

2 I’m going to buy a new bike ......................

a in 5 years b next week

3 Life ...................... be very different in 30 years.

a will b going to

4 Will you be here tomorrow?

a No, I will. b No, I won’t.

5 Are you going to have lunch with Janice on Sunday?

a Yes, we are. b Yes, we’re going. 

6 I ...................... a doctor one day.

a will be b am being

7 We ...................... on a picnic tomorrow. Come with us.

a will go b are going

8 ...................... a new computer for your birthday on Friday?

a Will you get b Are you getting Score     8

will go

are leaving
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 9 (Units 17—19)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Look at the4,8 or ? and make sentences with was or were.

0 They / in Paris last week 4 .....................................................................

1 Where / you ? 8 .....................................................................

2 Nick / at the party on Saturday ? 8 .....................................................................

3 George and Brian / here / ten minutes ago 4 .....................................................................

4 I / at home last night 8 .....................................................................

5 The party / great 4 .....................................................................

6 There / a lot of people on the beach today 8 .....................................................................

Score     6

2 Make sentences using the past simple.

0 you / have a good time yesterday? .....................................................................

1 We / not know the answer. .....................................................................

2 Tim / like his present? .....................................................................

3 I / get up at 7.00 on Sunday! .....................................................................

4 Why / you close the window? .....................................................................

5 They / buy a new car last week. .....................................................................

6 you / buy the tickets for the football match? .....................................................................

7 He / not come with us on Friday. .....................................................................

8 I / not see David last night. .....................................................................

9 We / go / to the new supermarket this morning. .....................................................................

Score  9

3 Answer. 

0 Did you watch the football match last night? No, ......................

1 Was John in the football team last year? Yes, .....................

2 Did it rain last week? Yes, .....................

3 Were there any hotels in this town 20 years ago? No, ......................

4 Did you have breakfast this morning? Yes, .....................

5 Did Peter and Stanley go to the park on Sunday? No, .....................

Score     5

They were in Paris last week.

Did you have a good time yesterday?

I didn’t
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 10 (Unit 20)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences using the present perfect.

0 I ................................ my homework. (finish)

1 ............................... my blue T-shirt? (you / see)

2 We ............................... a new house. (buy)

3 He ............................... the dishes. (not wash)

4 ............................... Mary? (she / invite)

5 They ............................... for school. (leave)

6 You ............................... your room! (not tidy)

7 He ............................... (not call).

8 I ............................... this book. (not read)

9 Where ............................... my keys? (you / put)

10 They ...............................  around the world. (travel) 

Score     10

2 Circle the correct answer. 

0 We haven’t / haven’t had dinner.

1 We haven’t seen / saw this film.

2 Has / Have Mick and Bob called you?

3 Where has he / he has gone?

4 Have you did / done your homework?

5 Has / Have anybody seen my bag?

Score     5

3 Answer. 

0 Have you met Kate? No, .......................

1 Have they sold their car? Yes, .......................

2 Have you bought a present for Nick’s birthday? Yes, .......................

3 Has it stopped raining? No, .........................

4 Has Judy called you? No, .........................

5 Has he passed his exam? Yes, .......................

Score     5

44

have finished

I haven’t
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 11 (Unit 21)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using can, can’t, could, couldn’t.

0 Kikki .................. play the violin but she can’t play the guitar.

1 I .................. answer this question. It’s too difficult!

2 .................. you speak English two years ago?

3 .................. I come in now?

4 She .................. ride a bike when she was five but now she can.

5 He .................. come with us. He’s ill.

6 Alice is very clever! She .................. read when she was four.

7 We .................. go to the cinema yesterday because we were very busy.

Score     7

2 Complete the sentences using must or mustn’t.

0 You .................. be quiet! The baby’s sleeping.

1 You .................. smoke in a hospital.

2 .................. I eat this? I don’t like it.

3 I can’t come to the picnic. I .................. do my homework.

4 .................. we get up early tomorrow? We’re tired.

5 Come on! We’re late. We .................. hurry.

6 Hey! Stop that! You .................. play football in the house!

7 We .................. go to the bank. We haven’t got any money.

Score    7

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 I can / could read when I was five.

1 It was so hot last night that I can’t / couldn’t sleep.

2 Jack is only a baby. He can’t / must write.

3 Brian has broken his leg. He couldn’t / can’t walk.

4 You can / Can you help me?

5 Can I / Must I go out please?

6 You must / mustn’t swim in this river. The water’s dirty.

Score  6

can 

must
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 12 (Unit 22)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make these sentences into questions. 

0 He can speak French. ..................................................................

1 She lives in Manchester. ..................................................................

2 They’re doing their homework. ..................................................................

3 He called you last night. ..................................................................

4 They’ve got a house in the country. ..................................................................

5 She has left. ..................................................................

6 Jack was at home last night. ..................................................................

7 That’s John’s house. ..................................................................

Score     7

2 Complete the questions. 

0 ................... are they drinking? Coffee.

1 ................... is his birthday? In December.

2 ................... T-shirt do you like? The blue one.

3 ................... did he go? To the supermarket.

4 ................... are you laughing? Because this film’s very funny.

5 ................... CDs have you got? 25.

6 ................... bike is this? It’s John’s.

Score    6

3 Complete the sentences with a question tag. 

0 That man’s looking at us, ...................

1 She doesn’t like horror films, ...................

2 You will help me, ...................

3 He couldn’t drive a car two years ago, ...................

4 She hasn’t got any brothers or sisters, ...................

5 You went to the party, ...................

6 They have moved to London, ...................

7 You aren’t going to buy that jacket, ...................

Score     7

46

Can he speak French?

What 

isn’t he?
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Quiz 1

1
0 Jill is my best friend.  

1 Mike is not / isn’t a very good

student.

2 Where are my keys?  

3 I am / I’m not hungry. 

4 She is / She’s a teacher.  

5 Are you English?  

6 We are / We’re very busy.

2
0 a  1 The  2 The  3 —  4 an

5 —  6 The  7 —

3
0 The magazines are on the desk.

1 Giraffes are tall.  

2 The photos are very old.  

3 We are / We’re good students.

4 The children are in the garden.

5 They are / They’re policemen.

6 The boxes are empty. 

7 Look at the babies!

Quiz 2

1
0 There’s  1 There are  2 There

isn’t  3 Are there  4 Is there

5 There aren’t  6 There is  7 Is

there  8 There isn’t

2
0 a  1 a  2 c  3 b  4 a  5 c  6 b

3
0 on  1 at  2 next to  3 at  4 on

5 among  6 behind

Quiz 3

1
0 Let’s go  1 Come here.  

2 Open that box.  3 Don’t drink

my cocoa.  4 Look at this photo.

5 Let’s watch a film.  6 Don’t

stand on the chair!  7 Do your

homework now!

2
0 Open it!  1 Look at him!

2 Can you help them?  3 They

can’t see us.  4 Listen to her.

5 Don’t touch it!  6 I can’t find

them.

3
0 He can’t do this exercise.  

1 Cosmo can’t swim.  

2 Can you act?  

3 I can play the guitar.  

4 Where can we go?  

5 We can’t come with you.  

6 She can speak French.  

7 Who can help me?

Quiz 4

1
0 b 1 c 2 b 3 a 4 a 5 b 6 c 7 c

2
0 I’ve got a headache.  

1 Leslie hasn’t got short hair.  

2 Has a spider got six legs?  

3 We’ve got a house in London.

4 Have you got my keys?  

5 I haven’t got a computer.  

6 Harry and Dave have got a

baby brother.

3
0 my  1 yours  2 Her  3 His

4 ours  5 their  6 mine  7 hers

Quiz 5

1
0 b 1 c 2 a 3 c 4 b 5 b 6 c 7 b

2
0 How many  1 many  2 much

3 How much  4 a little  5 How

many  6 Just a few.

3
0 older than  1 longer than  2 the

best  3 more difficult than  4 the

prettiest  5 the most expensive 

6 heavier than

Quiz 6

1
0 Be quiet, I’m doing my 

homework  1 Are the children

playing in the garden?  2 It isn’t

raining.  3 What are you doing?  

4 Listen! Kikki is playing the violin.

5 You aren’t listening to me!  6 Are

Cosmo and Suzie sleeping on Kikki’s

bed?  7 Where is he going?  8 Are

you having a good time?  9 Listen!

Someone is singing.  10 Shh! The

baby is sleeping.

2
0 We visit our grandparents

every Saturday. 1 Do you do your

homework in the evening?  2

They don’t speak English.  

3 Where does she live?  4 My

father works in an office.  5 She

doesn’t like comedies.  6 Do you

walk to school?  7 How much

milk do we need? 8 The shop

opens at 8.00. 9 Do koalas eat

leaves? 10 We don’t go to the

cinema very often.

Quiz 7

1
0 You’re eating 1 Is she working

2 Do you always go 3 She is

writing 4 He plays 5 Cosmo is

drinking 6 Peter never tidies 

7 Aunt Agatha often visits

2
0 We wash our car once a week.

1 I always get up early in the

morning. 2 Do you always go to

school by bus? 3 We usually have

dinner at eight. 4 He’s never late

for work. 5 We go shopping on

Fridays. 6 Do you often go to the

cinema? 7 He has a shower every

day.

3
0 in 1 in 2 at 3 on 4 at 5 in 6 at

Key to quizzes

GrammarLink 1 Teacher’s book
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Quiz 8

1
Short forms are also correct.

0 will go  1 am going to visit

2 will be  3 are going to buy

4 will drive  5 am going to read

6 is going to have

2
Short forms are also correct.

0 are leaving  1 Are you coming 

2 will be  3 am going 4 will travel

5 will look  6 Are you doing

3
0 a  1 b  2 b  3 a  4 b  5 a  6 a

7 b  8 b

Quiz 9

1
0 They were in Paris last week.

1 Where were you?  2 Was Nick

at the party on Saturday?

3 George and Brian were here

ten minutes ago.  4 I wasn’t at

home last night.  5 The party was

great.  6 There weren’t a lot of

people on the beach today.

2
0 Did you have a good time 

yesterday?  

1 We didn’t know the answer.  

2 Did Tim like his present?  

3 I got up at 7.00 on Sunday! 

4 Why did you close the 

window? 

5 They bought a new car last

week. 

6 Did you buy the tickets for the

football match?

7 He didn’t come with us on

Friday.

8 I didn’t see David last night.  

9 We went to the new 

supermarket this morning.

3
0 No, I didn’t.  1 Yes, he was.

2 Yes, it did.  3 No, there weren’t.

4 Yes, I did.  5 No, they didn’t.

Quiz 10

1
0 I have finished. 1 Have you seen

2 We have bought 3 He has not

washed  4 Has she invited

5 They have left 6 You haven’t

tidied 7 He hasn’t called. 

8 I haven’t read 9 have you put

10 have travelled

2
0 haven’t had 1 seen 2 Have

3 has he 4 done 5 Has

3
0 No, I haven’t. 1 Yes, they have.

2 Yes, I have. 3 No, it hasn’t.

4 No, she hasn’t. 5 Yes, he has.

Quiz 11

1
0 can 1 can’t 2 Could 3 Can

4 couldn’t 5 can’t 6 could 

7 couldn’t

2
0 must 1 mustn’t 2 Must 3 must

4 Must 5 must 6 mustn’t 7 must

3
0 could 1 couldn’t 2 can’t 3 can’t

4 Can you 5 Can I 6 mustn’t

Quiz 12

1
0 Can he speak French? 1 Does

she live in Manchester? 2 Are

they doing their homework?

3 Did he call you last night?

4 Have they got a house in the

country? 5 Has she left?

6 Was Jack at home last night?

7 Is that John’s house?

2
0 What 1 When 2 Which

3 Where 4 Why 5 How many

6 Whose

3
0 isn’t he? 1 does she? 2 won’t

you? 3 could he? 4 has she?

5 didn’t you? 6 haven’t they?

7 are you?

48
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